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B-ball enters NCAAs

AWARE
of AIDS

Streaks host Wooster tonight in tourney
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

Carroll alum
promotes education
over the air waves

Gina M. Girardot
Int. News & Business Editor
Plenty of john Carroll Un iversity
alumni have started their own compa nies. But Chris DeChant, especial! y after being diagnosed with H IV four years
ago, has graduated to become a different sort of
entreprenuerand has paved a career path of public awareness.
Thel982JCU graduate decided that he wanted
to find a way to get information out on AIDS
easily and cheaply. The result was AWARE Radio.
"I worked for a large PR firm in Chicago, so [
had the connections to initiate my plans for the
show," DeChant said . "I went to the broadcaster of
the station and told him that I wanted to do a live
show that deals with the panorama of AIDS is,ues."
The goal of the Chicago-based show is to get
1er it is talk in
the informat ion out on AID w
about sexuality, sex, living with HIV, treatments,
medicine,politicsorsex in the '90s, said DeChant.
"There needs to be an awareness that all of
these thingsdoco-exist ,we don't live ina vacuum,"
DeChant said. "Some people say 'I don't know
someone with HIV;' they do, but they just don't
know it."
The show, which takes, as DeChant describes,
an "info-tainment" approach, iscommerciall y formatted to present the necessary information in

an entertaining way. The result has been that
people "liked the information, it was information
that people wanted to know but couldn't talk
about," said DeChant. "I t keeps things interesting."
DeChant said that he most enjoys the s hows
which deal with misconceptions or perceptions
people have. "I am amazed at some of the misconceptions that are still out there, at one point there
were doctors misdiagnosing heterosexual females
with HIV because, theythoughtonlygaymengot
the disease and didn't consider [a woman's]symptoms as AIDS-related," said DeChant.
The show is broadcast on 15 stations in 12
cities, and can be picked up in Cleveland on 107.3,
The Wave, on Sundays at 11:30 p.m. Some of his
guests on the show have included Miss America,
Dr. Ruth, Dr. joyce Elders, and President Bill
Clinton who, according to DeChant, "gave him
the usual rhetoric."
Yet, the show takes on a realistic attitude. "[You
have tolcut through thecrap,[theshowl is explicit,
but norexploitive ... we want there to be no con fusee AWARE, page 3

Process, judgment, appeal and reactions
John Carroll faculty tenure process explained
Melissa Tllk
Editor-in-chief
For a John Carroll University
professor, the tenure process of ten
provokes apprehension.
For Carroll students, the same
process of ten goes unnoticed.
Until now.
After three professors were denied tenure in this year's administrative decisions, the Student
Union Senate passed a resolution
last week requesting information
on the reasons for denial. While
students are now attempting to
take an active role after the fact,
many in the university community are still unclear on the actual
process of how a professor is tenured .
"Tenure ensures that there are
some very specific ways in which
the professor can be let go," said
Nick Baumgartner, Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences. "The
professor has that position as long
as they want idassecurityltopromote academic freedom," he said.
The Process
The faculty handbook, issued
by the university,outlinesthegeneral tenure process even though
each academic department also
follows specific guidelines. "T he
intrinsic criterion for granting ten-

ews

ure is some suitable combination
of excellence in teaching, the
scholarship it entails and service
to the university, with primary
emphasis placed on teaching and
scholarship," according to the
handbook. Each department recently submitted new criteria to
be approved by Fred Travis, academic vice president. Department
tenure committees consist of all
the tenured faculty in the department, with one of those professors
elec ted chairperson, according to
the faculty handbook.
The process begins the year a
professor is hired into a tenuretrack position. He or she works
under a probationary period of
four to seven years. Visiting positions may be held for only three
years before being renewed as tenure-track, or declined.
The bottom line, according to
Baumgartner, is that there are
manyextenuatingcircumstances,
so it is not always possible to predict when a professor will come
up for tenure. He also said that
faculty can apply for early decision and the probationary period
may be shortened.
According to the faculty handbook, the tenure-track professor is
evaluated in the spring of each

probationary year by the department tenure committee. The professor submits to the committee
material on teaching, research and
other requirements in order to argue his or her effectiveness in advancing toward tenure. Af tereach
annual probationary meeting, the
committee then provides the professor with a written evaluation
of his/her progress toward tenure,
according to the tenure process
timetable in the faculty handbook.
Additionally, the statementdetails
areas that need improvement and
specific guidance to attain therequired improvement. For instance,
if the professor's publication status is weak, he or she would be
encouraged to improve on this
before the next year's review. The
committee is also required to provide.anopportunityfordiscussion
between the professor and the
committee regarding the progress
determined.
The judgment
The year before that status
ceases, the faculty member comes
up for finaltenure review. Atthat
time, the faculty member must
submit to the department tenure
committee a dosster of all past
reviews and material relevant to

see TENURE, page 3

Muskingum,even though we lost,
we had the crowd standmg the
last five or ten minutes I thmk
that was a major factor that kept

The NCAA committee in
charge of selecting the field for the
Men's Division-Ill National
Tournament had two
choices.
They could ei t herfocus
on john Ca rroll's regul ar
season Ohio Athletic Con
ference cha mpionship, a ttamed with a 14-4 league
record, or concentrate on
the Blue Streaks' surprising first round loss to ninth
seeded Muskingum in the
quarterfinals of the OAC
Tournament.
They chose the former
asjCU was rewarded with
a third seed in the Great
Lakes Region, and more
importantly, a home game
tonight at 7:30 against
sixth seeded Wooster in the
Don Shula Sports Ce nter
Toni h t's ame •s the [~rst
time injCU's history it has played us gomg. It was exciting to
host to a national playoff game in people behmd us. I'm loolong forbasketball. The last timejohn Car- ward to that ltomghtL"
roll participated in the nation.al
A word of advice to john Carroll supporters is to arrive early.
tournament was in 1986.
"We really hope we get a nice Earlier in the week Wooster was
turnout," Coach Mike Moran said. sent lOOO ticketsforrhegame,500
"The student body's been very sup- for adults and 500 for students.
portive to us in the last part of the The Don Sh ula Sports Center seats
season - the game here against 2500.
Northern, and even when we went
This is Moran's fourth season
over to BW I thought we had as as coach and first appearance in
the NCAA Tournament. In 1994,
many fans as BW did."
"{The crowd] can be the differ- the Blue Streaks won the conference in a ballgame," Ryan Tyson, ence with a 1+4 record, but were
senior guard, said. "Against
see NCAA, page 9

SU questions campus safety
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor
The Student Union Senate approved a recommendation for the
enhancement of sec urity measures for the john Car roll community at Tuesday's Student Union
meeting.
"We're proposing additional
lighting and addidoinal courtesyI
security phones to be put on the
front south lawn," said Maury
Petrak, chairman of the Student
Issues Committee and presenter
of the recommendation.
According to Petrak, the front
south lawn includes the area between the library, the science
building and the front John
Carroll sign.
The proposal for improved
campussafetysuggestsadditional
lighting along the street-side perimeters of Murphy Hall, Campion Hall and the Recplex, behind
Campion and East Halls, around
the quad and in from of Rodman
Hall.
The proposal also asks for additional lighting in the parking
lOls by the science building and
the library, the facuhy parking lot

around the O'Malley Center, as
well as on the rear side of the campus sign facing Fairmount Circle,
and the quad-side of Bruening
Hall.
"Members of the Student Issues
Committee walked around campus during night hours and
searchedoutareasoncampusthat
aren't well-lit," Petrak said. "We
also looked to the availability of
phones in those areas in order to
ca II cam pus security."
The proposal suggests additional courtesy/security phones
atallfourcornersof thefronrquad,
including the flower beds by the
science building and library.
Petrak said the next step is to
forward the proposal to Rev. John
]. Shea, SJ., university president,
joe Farrell, dean of students,
Donna Byrnes, director of residence life, john Reali, director of
the physical plant and Francis
McCaffrey, director of security.
jason Stevens, Student Union
treasurer, said he thinks the proposal is a good idea.
"It's good that someone is addressing the issue of secunty on
campus," Stevens said.
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Carroll hosts 'little sibs' for weekend
Casey Yandek
Staff Reporter

Be it face painting or dancing,
John Carroll University was invaded by the little siblings of approximately 200studems this past
weekend.
The Residence Hall Association hosted Little Sibs Weekend
which had been more than a year
in the making. The festivities began Saturday morning as approximately 230 little sibs ages 5 to 12
joined their older brothersandsisters for an event-filled weekend.
Activities included arts and
crafts, face painting,a zooexhibit,

a magic show, and a scavenger hunt.
Other activnies were a clown show,
a dance,a movie, an open pool and
open gym,said RHNs Marc Walrod,
chairman of the Little Sibs Committee.
Walrod said he petitioned Rev.
R1chard P.Salmi,SJ., vice president
of student affairs, Last year to have
a Little Sibs Weekend, but was denied because of the problems wtth
past Little Sibs Weekends. The
committee petitioned again in
mid-Novem ber,and, this time were
given clearance, Walrod said. "It
appeared clear tome that Marc and
several others who were part of the

A smack in the face

initial group were well-organized better."
and had a relatively clear idea of
According to Walrod, the big
what they had wanted toach ieve," events of the weekend were the
said Salmi.
zoo exhibit, the magic show, and
little Sibs Weekend had been the raffle, which completely filled
previously suspended due to in- the Murphy Room with anxious
appropriate actions of those in- children hoping to get their hands
volved, he said. "In past years, on prizes.
little Sibs Weekend was for any
The only problem may have
little sibs," he said. "It wound up been that there were too many
being high school students com- activities planned, Walrod said.
ing and abusing alcohol. That's "The dance wasn't a huge success
why we asked that Liule Sibs because everyone was in the pool
Weekend be held for sibs twelve and gym," he said. "(The pool and
and under."
gym I were packed ."
Since receiving clearance, the
Other successful events were
committee put in a lot of time and the charicatures and face painthard work to see that the event ing, he said. The artist drawing
wentsmoothly,said Walrod. "We charicatures faced huge lines for
are extremely pleased with the the three hours he worked. The
weekend," said Walrod. "I haven't face painters faced similar crowds
received any complaints. l and were swamped by the little
couldn't have asked for anything sibs.

HeatherTucker,adviserofRHA
and Murphy Hall residence hall
director, echoed Walrod's comments while commending him on
his work.
"Everything was so well-organized that the weekend ran like
clockwork," she said. "(Walrodland
his committee did such a great job
that I really just walked around
and offered help."
Not only did the weekend go
well from the executive point of
view, but the participants seemed
to enjoy the activities as well,
Walrod said. Freshman Katie
Knight spent the weekend with
her three sibs: Maureen, 10; john
Michael, 8; and Ruth Ann, 6. "We
did arts and crafts, went swimming, and won the scavenger
hunt," said Knight. "They really
loved it."

Talent show raises funds for scholarship
Colleen Leslie
Staff Reporter
A group of 100 students and
mem bersof the john Carroll community gathered in Kulas Auditorium Friday night for the performance of "Applause for a
Cause," a fundraising talent show
in memory of Sharika Pitts.
Pitts was a freshman at john
Carroll during the 1993-94 school
year. In October of that year she
was murdered ,a victim of domestic violence.
"She was an inspirational person," said Marcenia Perry, member of Black United Students Association (BUSA) and master of

a band, and both male and female
soloists.
The contestants' performances
were judged by the audience as
they clapped for the performance
they liked the most,sa idPerry. The
contest was held "Apollo style,
with no boo-ing as a rule ," Perry
said.
The first place winner, and re ceiver of $100 was "Kim from
Warrensville Heights," said Perry.
Second and third place winners
were Senior Brian love and Eric
jones, a member of thejCU community.
Love said that coming in second did not matter to him. "Mak~··· c:enmcmtt5at friday nlght'sshow.
in money for the harika Pitt
Pitts, 18, was a bright and in- Foundation was what was importelligentgirlfromCieveland who tant," Love said.
left behind adaughter,said Perry.
Also announced at the talent
The fundraiser, sponsored by show were the winners of the esBUSA, included ll different acts, say contest for Black History
said Tamika Carl isle, president of Month.
BUSA. The performances, by stuLove was the first place winner,
Resident Assistants line up to take a beating at the 'Pie the RA'
of
the
jCU
dents
and
members
he received a $100 prize. Secand
event during Winterfest last week.
community,includedarapgroup, ond place went to jeremy
Batchelor, senior, who received
$50.

arcol$l>s

The fundraiser is an annual
event that supplies the money for
a scholarship in memory of Pitts,
said Perry. The scholarship is for
incoming African American
freshmen.
To be eligible for the scholarship,students must write an essay
on domestic violence and undergo
an interv iew process, said Perry.
No one has applied for the scholarship the last two years, Perry
said, so they are hoping for more
participation this year.
The amount of the scholarship
changes every year depending on
the amount raised at the
f undraiser, said Carlisle. Right
n w ,th are•not ure"ho m ch
they made because donations,
along with extra ticket sale money,
are still comi ng in, Carlisle added.
Approximately $1000 was raised ,
she said.
Overall, the fund raiser "ran really smooth," said Carlisle.
The show was full of "marvelous talent," said Perry. "Tha nk you
to the people who came and participated."

Pizzo
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according to the Faculty Handbook
l.

Deparrmenrsshouldoffer tenure-track positionsonly tocandidates whoa redeemed
capable of attammg tenure.

2.

The tenure evaluation process should aid candidates in developing into the type of
faculty that john Carroll Umversity wtshes to tenure.

3.

The tenure evaluation process should beopenandcandid with criticism given when
deserved and ways of irn provement suggested.

4.

Candidates should be made aware of the criteria and the supporting evidence
expected of them

5.

Evaluations and decisions should be in writing.

6.

The deans should be kept apprised yearly of each candidates progress toward tenure.

TENURE
continued from page 1
asse~'iing a fair

final judgment toward te nure. The department
committee requires a two-thirds
majority vote to recommend a candidate [or tenure.
If the judgment is favorable to
the candidate, the department
committee submits the dossier
and recomme ndation to the academtcdeans'committee. Jncluded
in that committee are the deans of
the college of arts and science,
school of business and graduate
school.
Upon review, the dean's committee makes a recommendation
to Travis, said Baumgartner.
"The final decision comes from
the president, but he takes mto
account all that's gone before,"
Baumgartner said. "The academic
vice president plays a crucial role
si nee the faculty report to him"

AWARE
continued from page 1
sion on the issues.~ DeChant said.
"If callers or guests say that they
had unsafe sex, we want them to
tell how they had unsafe sex, did
they not wear a condom,orwhat?"
AIDS is a preventable disease, it
stems from how people react to
the world around them and how
that leads to the decisions they
make ,said DeChant. "The world is
an incredibly diverse place ... you
don't have to be like everyone else,
you have to respect yourself which
leads to self awareness and healthy
decisions"
Sometimes the guests that have

It was at this stage that questions arose in this year's decision
to deny three faculty mem hers
te nure and confer H to five others,
whileonlyonereceived both tenure and promotion.
"Nodecisionsare taken lightly,"
said Baumgartner. "We want to
make sure that we tenure the best
possible people. The majority of
the decisions have been consistent
wi th the department recommendations."
The Appeal
Fac ulty members denied tenure or promot ion may appeal.
"The appeal comes t>ack to the
committee of academic deans,"
said Baumgartner. "New things
do arise and there's more information to bring to the forefront."
After discussion between the
candidate, the department chair
and the academic deans, the recommendation proceeds to the academic vice presid ent "where the
rea -li e experience have the most
impact on the audience, said
DeChant. He recalled one mother
who's son committed suicide because he was gay.
"The mother's message was that
it is better to have a gay son, than a
son that isnotalive,"hesaid . "That
is a pretty powerful message."
According to DeChant, the real
issue is not safe sex, it is respect for
yourself and others around you.
AIDS is contracted through behavior, not bythegroup.insocietythat
you belong to, he said.
"Weare not hereto tell you what
to do, we get the people and give
the information that will show
you," said DeChant.
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real contracts are generated," said
Baumgartner.
Additional gnevance procedures mean that faculty member
may request a heanng before the
grievance committee of II elected
faculty. The committee holds an
"informal and confidential inquiry" to resolve the issue, and if
that fails, to render confidential
advice to the President.
Reactions
"Students participate in terms
[of the processl by writmg letters,"
said Baumgartner. But , as previously stated, Baumgartner confirmsthat the namesof thosecoming up for final tenure review are
not formally published . As it
stands, students do not know
when to write letters.
Should a student be interested
in writinga letter regardingacandidate, the letter could be directed
to the department chair or the
chair of the department tenure
comm itt ee,said Baumgartner.The
lem~rsare-mosrhkely1n uded in
the dossier which is submitted to
the academic deans.
Currently, this is the only avenue for students to express interest in or possibly influence the tenure process.
As for the SU's request for explanation, Baumgartner said, "We
can't do anything. It's impossible
to explain reasons at th1s time."
"It's a privacy issue. Those involved need ro decide what they
want released," he sa id .
Travis,SallyWertheim,deanof
the graduate school and frank
Navratil, dean of the school of
business, were not available for
comment at press time.

-David J. Klooster
The Writers Community
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Senior dance bids on sale now
Btds for the Senior class dance will be on sale in the Atrium
today (Thursday, feb. 29) and March 12-14 from 11.30 a.m. to
2 p.m. The senior dance will be held April26 at the Holiday
lnn Lakeside. B1ds are $15 per person.
Beaudry Award nominations due tomorrow
Tomorrow (March 1) is the last day to nominate seniors for
the Beaudry Award. Anyone can nominate a graduating
senior who demonstrates commitment to Catholic values,
service to john Carroll University, service to the community
and academtc achievement. Turn in applications to the
Office of Campus Ministry.
Former JCU professor to speak at Roulston Series
'The Challenge of lndustveness m Leadershtp" ts the topic of
the next Roulston Series on Leadership and Achievement.
Kathleen L. Barber, a former professor of polt ucal scie nce at
john Ca rroll , wlll be the guest speaker at the presentation on
Wednesday, March 13. Her talk will begin at 5:30p.m in the
jardme Room .

Aid to Anne Frank to speak in Oeveland
The last survtvor of the group of people that offered sanctuary for Anne Frank and herfamilyduring World War II will
share her experiences with Clevelandcrs'on Thursday, March
7. Miep Gies, 87, along with CornelisSuijik, internat ional
director of the Anne frank Center in Amsterdam, will speak
at the Renaissance Hotel (formerly Stouffers) m Tower City
at 7 p.m. Tickc1s are $20 and can be purchased at any
Advamix locauon or by calling,).'\-\ 6000

Freshman class to spomor Oub Carroll
The freshman class will sponsor 'Club Carroll," a dance for all
freshmen, on Friday, March 15. The dance will be held from
10 p.m. to l a.m. m the Wolf -n-Pot. The cost of admission is
$3.00.

News Briefs wae com pi led by Cherie Shoczen, assistant news

editor.

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

"... writing is not an isolated, individual process
but a process that takes place within a context of
other people who inspire, stimulate criticize, encourage, correct and assist the writer."

Stay inuolued, stay on campus.

GARLIC SAUCE

with Cheese & 2 Toppings

TWO

Applications for SU executive position now available
Applications for the position of Student Unton Director of
Internal Affairs are now available on the door o[ the SU office.
Applications are due by March 13 at 5 p.m., and mterviews for
the position will be held March 14.
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Carroll hosts 'little sibs' for weekend
Case Yandek
Staff Reporter

Be it face painting or dancing,
john Carroll University was invaded by the little siblings of approximately 200students this past
weekend.
The Residence Hall Association hosted Little Sibs Weekend
which had been more than a year
tn the making. The festivities began Saturday morningasapproximately 230 little sibs ages 5 to 12
joined their older brmhersand sisters for a n event-fil led weekend.
Activities included arts and
crafts, face painting, a zoo exhibit,

a magicshow,and a scavenger hunt
Other activities were a clown show,
ada nee, a movie, an open pool and
opengym,smd RHA'sMarc Walrod,
chairman of the Little Sibs Committee.
Walrod said he petitioned Rev.
Richard P.Salmi,SJ, vice president
of student affairs, last year to have
a Little Sibs Weekend, but was denied because of the problems with
past Little Sibs Weekends. The
committee petitioned again in
mid-November,and,thistimewere
given clearance, Walrod said. "It
appearedcleartomethatMarcand
several others who were part of the

A smack in the face

initial group were well-organized
and had a relatively clear idea of
what they had wanted to achieve,"
said Salmi.
Little Sibs Weekend had been
previously suspended due to inappropriate actions of those involved, he said. "In past years,
Little Sibs Weekend was for any
little sibs," he said. "It wound up
being high school students coming and abusing alcohol. That's
why we asked that Little Sibs
Weekend be held for sibs twelve
and under."
Since receiving clearance, the
committee put ina lot of time and
hard work to see that the event
wentsmooth ly,said Walrod. "We
are extremely pleased with the
weekend," said Walrod. "I haven't
received any complai nts . I
couldn't have asked for anything

better."
According to Walrod, the big
events of the weekend were the
zoo exhibit, the magic shJ)w, and
the raffle, which complete] yfi !ted
the Murphy Room with anxious
children hoping to get their hands
on prizes.
The only problem may have
been that there were too many
activities planned , Walrod said.
"The dance wasn't a huge success
because everyone was in the pool
and gym," he said. iThepool and
gym! were packed."
Other successful events were
the charicatures and face painting, he said. The artist drawing
charic atures faced huge lines for
the three hours he worked. The
face painters faced similar crowds
and were swamped by the little
sibs.

HeatherTucker,adviserof RHA
and Murphy Hall residence hall
director, echoed Walrod's comments while com mending him on
his work.
"Everything was so well -organized that the weekend ran like
clockwork,"shesaid.1Walrod]and
his committee did such agreatjob
that I really just walked arou nd
and offered help."
Not only did the weekend go
well from the executive point of
view, but the participants seemed
to enjoy the activities as well,
Walrod said. Freshman Katie
Knight spent the weekend with
her three sibs: Maureen, 10; John
Michael, 8; and Ruth Ann, 6. "We
did arts and crafts, went swimming, and won the scavenger
hunt," said Knight. "They really
loved it."

Talent show raises funds for scholarship
Colleen Leslie
Staff Reporter

Resident Assistants line up to take a beating at the 'Pie the RA'
event during Winterfest last week.

A group of 100 students and
mem bersof the john Carroll community gathered in Kulas Auditorium Friday night for the performance of "Applause for a
Cause," a fund raising talent show
in memory of Sharika Pitts.
Pms was a freshman at john
Carroll during the 1993-94school
year. ln October of that year she
was murdered ,a victim of domestic violence.
"She was an inspirational person," said Marcenia Perry, member of Black United Students Association (BUSA) and master of
ceremon\es.at Friday nlght's.shll\v.
Pitts, 18, was a bright and intelligent girlf rom Cleveland who
left behind adaughter,said Perry.
The fund raiser, sponsored by
BUSA, included ll different acts,
said Tamika Carlisle , president of
BUSA. The performances, by students and members of the JCU
community, included a rap group,

marco~s

a band, and both male and female
soloists.
The contestants' performances
were judged by the audience as
they clapped for the performance
they liked the most,sa id Perry. The
contest was held "Apollo style,
with no boo-ing as a rule," Perry
sa id.
The first place winner, and receiver of $100 was "Kim from
Warrensville Heights," said Perry.
Second and t hird place winners
were Senior Brian Love and Eric
Jones, a member of theJCU community.
Love said that coming in second did not matter to him. "Makin

mone for the Sharika Pin

Foundation was what was im port ant," Love said.
Also announced at the talent
show were the winners of the essay co ntest for Black History
Month.
Love was thefirst place winner,
and he received a $100 prize. Second place went to jeremy
Batchelor, senior, who received
$50.

The fundraiser is an annual
event that supplies the money for
a scholarship in memory of Pitts,
said Perry. The scholarship is for
incoming African American
freshmen.
To be eligible for the scholarship,students must write an essay
on domestic violence and und ergo
an interview process, said Perry.
No one has applied for the scholarship th e last two years, Perry
said , so they are hoping for more
participation I his year.
Theamountof the scholarship
changes every year depending on
the amount raised at the
fundraiser, said Carlisle. Right
ow,th are"not ur "h wm ch
they made because donations,
along with extra ticket sale money,
are still coming in, Carlisle added.
Approximately $1000 was rai sed,
she said.
Overall, the fundraiser "ran really smooth," said Carlisle.
The show was full of "marvel ous talent," said Perry. "Thank you
to the people who came and participated."

Pizza.
Suum tUCIID
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according to the Faculty Handbook
L

Depanmemsshould offer tenure-track positionsonly tocandidates who are deemed
capable of attaming tenure.

2.

The tenure evaluation process should aid candidates m developing into the type of
faculty that john Carroll University wishes to tenure.

3.

The tenure evaluation process should be open and candid with criticism given when
deserved and ways of improvement suggested.

4.

Candidates should be made aware of the criteria and the supporting evidence
expected of them

5.

Evaluations and decisions should be in writing.

6.

The deans should be kept apprised yearl yof each candidates progress toward tenure.

TENURE
continued from page 1
asse~-;ing a fair

final judgment toward tenure. The department
committee requires a two-thirds
rnajority vote to recommend a candidate for tenure.
If the judgment is fayorable to
the candidate, the department
committee submits the dossier
and recommendation to the academJCdeans'committee.lncluded
in that committee are the deans of
the college of arts and sc ience,
school of business and graduate
school.
Upon review, the dean's committee makes a recommendation
to Travis, said Baum gartner.
"The final decis ion comes from
th e president, but he takes into
account all that's gone before,"
Baumga rtner said. "The academic
vice president plays a crucial role
since the fac ulty report to him "

It was at this stage that questions arose in this year's decision
to deny three faculty members
tenure and confer it to five others,
whileonlyone received both tenure and promotion.
"Nodec isions are taken lightly,"
said Baumgartner. "We want to
make sure that we tenure the best
possible people. The majority of
the decisions have been consistent
with the department recommendations."
The Appeal
Faculty members denied ten ure or promotion may appeal.
'T he appeal comes \Jack to the
committee of academic deans,"
said Baumgartner. "New things
do arise and there's more information to bring to the forefront."
After d iscussio n between the
candidate, the department chair
and the academic deans, the recommendation proceeds to theacademic vice president "where the
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Senior dance bids on sale now

real contrac ts are generated," said
Baumgartner.
Additional grievance procedures mean that faculty member
may request a hearing before the
grievance committee of II elected
facu lty. The committee holds an
"informal and confidential inquiry" to resolve the issue, and if
that fails, to render confidential
advice to the President.
Reactions
"Students participate in terms
!of the process! by writing letters,"
said Baumgartner. But , as previously stated, Baumgartner confirms that th e names of thosecoming up for final tenure review are
not formally published . As it
stands, students do not know
when to wri te letters.
Sho uld a student be interested
in writing a letter regardingacand idate , the letter could be directed
to the department chair or the
chair of the depanment tenure
committee,said Baumgartner. The

AWARE
continued from page 1
sion on the issues5 DeChant said.
"If callers or guests say that they
had unsafe sex, we want them to
tell how they had unsafe sex, did
they not wear acondom,orwhat?"
AIDSts a prevent abl e disease, it
stems from how people react to
th e world around them and how
that leads to the decisions they
make , said DeChant. "The world is
an incredibly diverse place ... you
don't have to be li ke everyone else,
you have to respect yourself which
leadstoself awareness and healthy
decisions"
Sometimesthegueststhat have

real- i eexperience have the mosr
impact on the audience, said
DeChant. He recalled one mother
who's son committed suicide because he was gay.
"The mother's message was that
it is better to have a gay son, than a
son that is not alive," he said. "That
is a pretty powerful message."
According to DeCh ant , the real
issue is not safe sex, it is respect for
yourself and others around you.
AIDS is contracted through behavior, not by the groupin society that
you belong to, he said .
"Wearenot here to tell you what
to do, we get the people and give
the informa tion th at will show
you ," said DeChant.

Applications for SU executive position now available
Applications for the position of Student Union Director of
Internal Affairs are now available on the door of the SU office.
Applications are due by March l3 at S p.m., and interviews for
the position wlll be held March 14.

letrersarelrlosrhke yincluded in
the dossier which is submitted to
the academic deans.
Currently, this is the only avenue for students to express interest in or possibly influence the tenure process.
As for the SU's request for explanation, Baumgartner said, "We
can't do anything. It's impossible
to explai n reasons at this time."
"lt's a privacy issue. Those involved need to decide what they
want released," he said.
Travis, Sally Wertheim,dean of
the graduate school and Frank
Navra til, dean of the school of
business, were not available for
comment at press time .

Bids for the Senior class dance wil I be on sale in the Atrium
today (Thursday, Feb. 29) and March 12-14 from 11:30 a.m. to
2 p.m. The senior dance will be held April26 at the Holiday
Inn Lakeside. Bids are $15 per person.

Beaudry Award nominations due tomorrow
Tomorrow (March 1) is the last day to nomtnate seniors for
the Beaudry Award. Anyone can nominate a graduatmg
senior who demonstrates commttmem to Catholic values,
service to John Carroll Umversity, service to the community
and academic achievement Turn in applications to the
Office of Campus Ministry.

Former JCU professor to speak at Roulston Series
"The Challenge of lnd ustveness m l.eadersh 1p" ts the toptc of
the next Roulston Series on Leadership and Achievement.
Kath leen L. Barber, a former professor of political sc1ence at
John Carroll, will be the guest speaker at the presentation on
Wednesday, March 13. Her talk will begin at 5:30p.m. in the
Jardine Room.

Aid to Anne Frank to speak in Cleveland
The last survivor of the gro up of people that offered sanctuary fo r Anne Frank and herfami lyduring World War 11 wtlt
share her experiences wnh Clevelanders'on Thursday, March
7. MiepGies, 87, along with Cornel is Su ijik, International
directOr of the Anne Frank Cemer m Amsterdam, wtll speak
at the Renaissance Hotel (formerly Stouffers) in Tower City
at7 p.m. Tickets are $20 and ca n be purchased at any
Advantix location or by calling ?.41 6000

Freshman class to sponsor Club Carroll
The freshman class will sponsor 'C lub Carroll ," a dance for all
freshmen, on Friday, March 15. The dance will be held from
10 p.m. to l a.m. in the Wolf -n-Pot. The cost of admission is
$3.00.

News Briefs were co mpi led by Cherie Skoczen, assistant news
edito~:
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" ... writing is not an isolated, individual process
but a process that takes place within a context of
other people who inspire, stimulate criticize, encourage, correct and assist the writer."
-David J. Klooster
The Writers Community
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"Writing is a process of coming to know what it is
you think, and your thinking is refined and clarified when considered by others."
-Ann Dobyns
Literary Conversation
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Cuba reacts to attacks on U.S.
civilian planes without remorse
Joe Wholley
Asst. Int. News & Bus1ness Ed1tor

I.M.E to invest in Russia
The International Monetary Fu nd (l.M.F) and Russia
reached an agreement last Friday on a $10.2 billion loan to
carry forward t he country's free-market reforms. The loan is
linked to a plan to help finance critical steps needed to be
made ro move Russia toward a capitalist economy

Serbs flee Sarajevo
Thousands of Serbs fled Sarajevo last Friday because their
towns are beginning to come underthe political control of the
Muslim-dom inated government ThefleeingSerbs feared that
the new authorities would seek revenge for the long Serbian
siege of Sarajevo.

Republicans accuse White House of stalling
Senate Whitewater Committee Republicans told the White
House last Thursday that its delay in turning over documents
qu ick ly could cause the Senate to extend its investigat ion.
Commiuee Chairman Alfonse D'Amato scolded the White
House for waiti ng until this week to turn over 100 pages of
documen ts related to Whitewater, President Clinton5 failed
Arka nsas la nd investment. The White House said the delay
was inadvertent, and blamed it on a mix-up with files.

Space shuttle mission results in satellite mishap
A 12-miletether hol.dinga half-tonsatellite broke off unexpectedly from the space shuttle Columbia on Sunday night.
Officials at NASA said they had no idea what went wrong
with the tether. NASA officials said it was lucky the tether
broke where it did . If it snapped any closer to the shuttle, it
could have been a pote ntially deadly situation. The $443
million system was a joint project of t he United Stares and
h aly. Both theshuttleand sevenastronams weresafe although
the satellite was lost.

Greenspan renominated for third fed term
President Clinton renominated Alan Greenspan as chairman of the Federal Reserve last Thursday. The decision gives
a third four-year term to Greenspan, 69, who was originally
chosen by President Ronald Re n in 1987 and whose iorit

The Unned States called an
emergency meeting of the United
Nations Security Council Sunday
In the wake of two Cuban fighter
plane attacks on American unarmed aircraft this Saturday.
Two Cuban air force MIG jets
attacked two Amencan piloted
and chartered Cessna aircraft on
Saturday with missiles without
warning. The American planes
were piloted by members of the
anti-Fidel Castro group, Brothers
to the Rescue, made up mainly of
Cuban exile's. The Miami based
group has flown over Cuba twice
in the past, droppi ng t housands of
leaflets over Havana urgi ng Cubans to fight for their rights and
for democracy.
The Cu ban govern ment cited
the groups prior two violations of
Cuban airspace as infractions of
American law and international
law. Several months ago, Cuban
militar yofficials warned that they
would take all necessary measures
to stop future violations by the
group, includ ing shooting down
the planes. They followed through

World Briefs corn piled by ]oe Wholley, Asst. Int. News &

Lyle Demlston
Baltimore Sun
The Supreme Cou rt created
new confus ion Monday over the
power of states to make crossburn ing a crime by deari ng the
way for Florida to prosec ute a
youth for such an incident.
~The

peared to bar most, if not all, of
the government's power to outlaw hate messages in speech or
symbolic gestures. Unanimously,
the court struck down a St. Paul,
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issued a statement in Havana on
Monday declaring that the downing of the planes should "serve as a
lesson to those whocarry out such
actions." This statement angered
many American officials, including U.S.Secretaryof State Warren
Christopher, who told reporters at
a press conference that the a uacks
were a violation of international
law and "the norms of civilized
behavior."
Outrage was also expressed by
President Clinton as he considers
what forms of retaliation are possi ble. With an em bargo of Cuba
already in place, there are few options left for the United States to
take agai nst Cu ba and its leader,
Fidel Castro.
In response to the incident,
Clinton may sever some of the fe w
remaining Cuban ties including:
the ban ning of chartered flights
to the country, a n end of wire
transfers of m illions of dolla rs
from Cuban-Americans to relatives in Cuba and a ban on telephone service to the island. The
president is also considering the
withdrawal of all American diplomats on the island.

Court sends mixed signal on cross burning laws

r

Business Editor with the aid of wire sources.

with this threat on Saturday.
United States intelligence officials said in a Sunday press conference that at least one of the three
American aircraft involved flew
into Cuban airspace, but that
plane was not attacked in this airspace. The officials said that Jt is
also possible that all three planes
violated Cuban airspace and the
pi lots had been warned by air traffie controllers in Havana that they
were in danger.
United States officials and the
lone surviving pilot said that the
threeaircraf t were in international
airspace when the attacks were
made. Cuban officials de ny this,
saying that the attacks took place
over Cuba 's territor ial wa ters
sout h of the 24 th parallel, a line
on the map north of the 12-mile
perimeterof Cuba's airspace. Cuba
has lega lly declared the area south
of the 24th parallel as an air defense zone. Cuban officials stated
that there are no laws that curre ntly ban a m ilitary plane from
shooting dow n unarmed civil ian
aircraft violating territorial airspace.
The Cuban Foreign Ministry

Cemer for Educauon Abroad

Minn., ordinance against crossburning.
Mo nday, however, th e court
voted, with no disse nts noted, to
reject a constitutional challenge
to a Flor ida law that outlaws the
placement of a "flaming cross" on
private property without the
. ·on.
The youth involved, Thomas
Bra nd t Dav is of Jacksonville, now
will be tried in juvenile court for
putt ing a burning cross on the
property of a black family. The
Florida Supreme Court in june
upheld that s tate's cross-burning
law.
The Florida court said that its
own state law was broader than
the St. Paul ordina nce nullified by

the Supreme Court. The St. Paul
law, it said, was unconstitutional
under the First Amendment because it targeted only symbolic
messages that would offend specific mi nori ty groups.
By contrast, it said, the Florida
lawsimplybannedallcross-burnin . Th m de ·
li under
First Ame ndment, beca use it outlawed only the threat of viole nce
that cross-burning always conveys, the Florida court said.
Although the court turned
down his appeal Monday, it presumably could reconsider the issue if the youth is convicted and
will mount a new challenge.
Monday'sdenial of review does not
set a precedent.

The Student Union i~ now d((epting
opplirotions for the po~ition of
Dire«or of Internal Affairs.
Appli(ations are available on the
Student Union'~ door, they ore due by
Wednesday March H, 1996
by
~:00 pm
for more info:
Coli J9J-41JO
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IRA bombs bus in London in protest
Rejects Sein Finn participation in peace negotiations
Brian Chandler
Staff Reporter
The Irish Republican Army
(IRA) conttnued its recent terrorISt activny thts week with the
bombing of a bus in the theater
district of London. This most recent strike occurred at 10:30 PM.
on Feb. 18. and resulted m one
death and nine other injuries.
OnFeb. 2l ,theiRAannounced
th.H the 21-yearold man who was
killed in the blast, Edward O'Brien
of County Wexford, Republic of
Ireland , was an active guerrilla in
the 25-year-old Irish Catholic terrorist organization.
In order to avoid police checkpoints, O'Brien utilized a city bus
as his means of transportation to
the target. The born b was believed
to be accidentally set off in route
to the intended target, believed to
be a London law cour t.
This bl ast was the third suc h
terrorist s t rike since the
discontinuation of the Northern
Ireland peace process about two
weeks ago. On Feb. 9, the lRA
offic ia lly broke its 17-month
cease-fire with a true k born b in
London's Dock la nd business distr ict. This Dock land's explosion

killed two people and injured over
100 more.
Another attempt occurred on
Feb. 15. The London police department defused a bomb which
was placed in a downtown telephone booth after being tipped off
by an anonymous phone call.
Apparently, the IRA reverted to
such terrorist tactics due to
months of deadlock in the Irish
peace process. The IRA throughout the peace process has rcqutred
that Britain oblige to lift its demand for the necessary participation of the political wing of the
IRA, the Sinn Fein, in the all-party
peace negotiations. The British
conditions consisted of the "decommission" of the IRA's weapons, a reqUirement in wh ich the
terrorist organization was not
willi ng to compl y.
Bri tish Prime Mi nister john
Major insists that the peace process will continue, regardless of
terrorist activity. Major also insists the British government will
not carry on negotiations with
the IRA until the organization has
re-established the cease- fire.
Patrick Mayhew, Britain's minister for Northern Ireland, also de-

nounced these attacks and de clared such tactics useless acts artempttng to motivate the Bntish
government inrocomplying with
the IRA demands.
"This is pan of a campaign designed to make the British government comply with the wtshes
of terrorists, that's going to fail ,"
stated Mayhew
The role of Gerry Adams, Sinn
Fein's leader, in the resurgence of
terrorist tactics is also uncertain.
Last week, the IRA stated that.
"Sinn Fein is not the IRA," a statement which suggests r hat Adams'
participation in such terrorism is
unlikely. However, Sinn Fein is
still, at least nominally linked
with the Irish Republican Army.
Adams also plans to travel to
the United States on St. Patrick's
Day for a fundraising tour. last
year, Adams raised a substantia l
sum on a similar visit to America.
The welcome Adams may receive from the U.S. government is
questionable. White House Press
Secretary, Mike McCurray recently stated, "We hope that the
peace process will be back on track
at the time M r. Ada ms proposes to
visit."

Farrakhan dares U.S. to ban acceptance of Libyan aid
Michael A. Fletcher
©The Washing t on Post

Nation of islam leader Louis
Farrakhan Sunday dared the U.S.
government to stop h im from accepting fi nancia l help from Libya,
saying he is primed for a "shown" l
punish him for aligning with the
"outl aw" nati on.
Making his first publi cappearance since returning from his
controversia I 23-nation tour of
Africa and the Middle East ,
Farra khan told a cheeri ng crowd
of l2,000 at the Universi ty of Ill inois at Chicago tha t he would
welcome congressiona l hearings
into his trip.
If he is asked to testify before
Congress, Farrakhan said, he
would "call the roll of the members of Congress who are honorary members of the Israeli
Knesset (parltament)." He also
said he would call U.S. foreign
policy priorities into question
"Fvery year you give Israel $4[bi ll ion]to $6 bi Ilion of the tax:payer's
money and you haven't asked the
people nothing," Farra khan said.
'Who are you an agent oP"
Rep Peter T Kmg, R-N.Y., has
ca lied for hearings in to
Farrakhan's trip, and several federa I agenctcs began offictal inquiries after Farrakhan was
quoted m foreign news agency
reports making comments
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harshly critica l of the United
States and accepting a $1 billion
pledge from l ibyan leader
Moam mar Gadhafi. That report
was later retracted by the Libyan
news agency.
But in his speech, Farrakhan
I

[

I

l

was for more than $1 billion. He
also said he planned to accept the
mo ney, although several policymakers have said he would violate
U.S. law by doi ng so.
"lf you're going to deny black
people the he lp of their own
brother, then we'regoi ng to rise up
aga inst you," Farrakhan said, as
theaudienceapplauded."Wedon't
have a damn th ing to lose but our
chains."
If Gadhafi foll ows through on
the pledge, it will not be the firs t
time he has gtvcn money to the
Nation of Islam. In 1985, Gad haft
lent the Nauon $5 million to help
it launch a line of personal care
products.
Th is nme, Farrakhan said he
would use the money to build
homes, schools and factories.
"What do you have to say about it,
government of Amenca?"
Farrakhan said. "We're ustng the
money to clean up the mess you
made WhateverGadhafigivesme.
I'm gomg to ask you to match it."
Farra khan's trip has come under intense criticism from U.S. official because of caustic com-

ments against the United States
a ttributed to him by foreign news
agencies. He also was criticized
fo r traveling to Iraq and Libya, nations Americans are forbi dden to
visit without permission from the
State Department
n
~
comments, State Department
s pokesma n Nic holas Burns accused him of "cavorting" wi th dictators w ho have· American blood
on their hands." The W hite House
backed those comments late last
week, condemning Farrakhan's
"fraternizat ion with leaders of
gove r nments that the United
States abhors. •
But t he controvers y only
stoked interest in Fa rrakhan's add ressSunday, which was delivered
to commemorate Saviour's Day, a
celebration of the birth of Nation
of Islam founder W Fard
Muhammad.
Thousands of people holding
$10 tickets waned in orderly
single-file linesmorethan an hour
before the event began to be
frisked before entering the arena
for Farrakhan's speech.
Farrakhan maintained that his
trip was a miss ion of peace: to
spread a message of 'atonement
and reconctltation· the themes he
used as a foundation for last fall's
Million Man March, one of the
largestdemonstra tionsever in the
nation's capttal.
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Black Htstory Month:

&say Contest WAnner
The Montgomery Bus Boycott. M1ssoss1ppt Freedom Summer The March on
Washtngton. All of ihese movements have .1t ledst one thtng m common. Unity.
That was the one steadfast denomtnator among ihe black communtty dunng the
CMI Rtghts Movement tn the Untted States.
Pnde and the need for recogmtton were also the drMng factors of the black
community at tl11> lime And altl1ough tt reached extreme, and somettmes
radiCal, ltmtts dunng thos penod tn Amencan hostory, tne push for thts mtnd-set
rema•ned const.mt
Then. after many yeors and many s1gn1ficant deaihs. along comes Black
Htstory Monih. For
manyyears,rt was
synonymous Wtth
ihesurprtSmgassasslnatiOn of Mar
tm Luther I<Jng Jr
Black
HtStoryliistOry
Monihwasalsodestgnated as a way to bas.callykeep the black
communtty"satlsfied"about
betngrecognt2edforthetr
hernage
have arnved. the re<:ognt·
Now that the 1990's
bon of tndro~~duals
as 1ndtV1duals has
become the often
taught soctal
norm. Black Htstory Monih has
exploded through adver
osements. promotoonal
events. award ceremon1es.
commentaries, and essays much ltke th1s one It
has already served as a
catalyst to bndg•ng the cui
tural gap But, there's a
catch
Bndg1ng the gap among cultures doesn't come from one month out of the
year. It comes from the dects•on of tndtvtduals to br awar(' and respectful of other
cultures In order for Black Htstory Month to set ve .s a cataty.t tn thts world,
whteh conststs of a great deal of rac•al, economK. soctal. and poltttcal dov rsoty. a
change or catalytic reaction needs to occur w1th•n one's own hearl Every
tndlvtdual needs to dare to be dtfferent by be•ng themselves and re<:ogn•ze others'
dtfferences as post~ves.There 1S no defintte answer to th•s quest1on because as
long as ihere are people on thts earth. there are gotng to be way< for us to find
reasons to d1sagree. Pohocs. Rehgton Bus1ness Relat1011shtps. R.!ce . These are
all catalysts for w1dentng the gap among cu~ures. not bndg1ng 1t It seems as 1f
we almost seardl for ways to argue on these ISSUes. If we can devote so much
energy to these ftve aspects of ltfe, why can't we locus on thongs ltk~· ~ect.
varymg potnts of vtew, acknowledgment and random 1nter.oct10n (you know.
ihose types of characteristiCs that we. as a soeoety. have deemed as "cheesy")
When we were placed on th1s earth, I'm sure our Creator dtd not want us to be
bonng, hence, the trtle, "Creator." Our d•fferent cuhures are pnme .-am pies of
that creattv1ty When we admtre a pa•ntmg .1t a museum or apprec•at ihe
htstoncal value of an artJfact.we generally don'tlook for ways to argue whether

QHow can. Black
Montll

serve as a
catalyst in

bridg:irlg tlle gap
betweeil all
OJlt:l.IreS?

or not they =1re fit to bt" 1n lhf' musrum
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gap among cuhure~ we need to not only a~ bl.!clcs and tiler
achievements. but we need to realize every race dOd culture as dofterent
express•ons of ltfe
beau\Jful hfe
We shouldn't worry about wheiher or not 'that other culture· 1s frt to be at
"our school." work at •our offices," or hve tn ·ourne1ghborhood • What we should
worry about ts changtng ourselves so ihat we wtll accept these people.
whomever they may be. Wlthout even thtnkmg.
Hey, you never know. Even 1f a gap tsn"t bndged, future generat1ons w1ll be
able to look back on us and say that we sure d1ed try1ng- sort of hke those three
students from Mtamt Untversrty ihat partiCipated 1n MosSJsstpPt Freedom summer.
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Reverend John J. Shea, S.J.
and the
John Carroll University
Bicentennial Committee
cordially invite John Carroll students
and other members of the university community
to attend the exhibit
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at the Cleveland Museum of Art
Wednesday, March 13, 1996
7 p.m. Reception
followed by a tour of the exhibit.
Part of John Carroll University's
celebration of
Cleveland's Bicentennial
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Cuba reacts to attacks on U.S.
r

i

e

,.

civilian planes without remorse
s

I.M.E to invest in Russia
The International Monetary Fund (I.M.F.) and Russia
reached an agreement last Fri day on a $10.2 billion loan to
carry forwa rd the country's free-market reforms. The loan is
linked to a plan to help finance critical steps needed to be
made to move Russia toward a capitalist economy

Serbs flee Sarajevo
Thousands of Serbs fled Sarajevo last Friday because their
towns are beginning to come under the politica 1control of the
Muslim-dominated government. The fleeing Serbs feared that
the new authorities would seek revenge for the long Serbian
siege o( Sarajevo.

Republican s accuse White House of stalling
Senate Wh itewater Commi treeRepublicans rold the White
House last Thursday that its delay in turning over doc umentS
quickly could cause the Sena te to ex tend its investigat ion.
Commiuee Chairman Alfonse D'Amato scolded the White
House for waiting until this week to turn over 100 pages of
doc uments related to Whi tewater, President Clinton's failed
Arka nsas la nd investment. The White House said the delay
was Inadvertent, and blamed it on a mix-up with files.

Space shuttle mission results in satellite mishap
A 12-mile tether holding a half-ton satellite broke off unex·
pectedly from the space shuttle Columbia on Sunday night
Officials at NASA said they had no idea what went wrong
with the tether. NASA officials said it was lucky the tether
broke where it did . lf it snapped any closer to the shuttle, it
could have been a potentially deadly situa tion. The $443
million system was a joi!U project of the United States and
Italy. Both theshunlea nd seven astronauts weresafe although
the satellite was lost

Greenspan renominated for third fed term
President Clinton renominated Alan Greenspan as chairman of t he Federal Reserve last Thursday. The decision gives
a third four -year term to Greenspan. 69, who was originally
chosen by President Ronald Re n in 1987 a whose iori
being overstimulated.

World Briefs co mpiled by joe Wholley, Asst. Int. News &
Business Editor with the aid of wire sources.

Joe Wholley
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor

The United States called an
emergency meeting of the United
Nations Security Co unci 1Sunday
in the wake of two Cuban fighter
plane attacks on American unarmed aircraft this Saturday.
Two Cuban air force MIG jets
attacked two American piloted
and chartered Cessna aircraft on
Saturday with missiles without
warning. The American planes
were piloted by members of the
ann-Fidel Castro group, Brothers
to the Rescue, made up mainly of
Cuban exileS. The Miami based
group has flown over Cuba twice
in the past,droppi ng thousands of
leaflets over Havana urging Cubans to fight for their righ ts and
for democracy.
The Cuban government cited
the groups prior two violations of
Cuban airspace as in fractions of
American law and international
law. Several months ago, Cuban
military officials warned thatthey
would take all necessary measures
to stop fu ture violations by the
group, including shooting dow n
the planes. They followed through

with this threat on Saturday.
United States intelligence officials said in a Sunday press conference that at least one of the three
Amencan atrcraft involved flew
into Cuban airspace, but that
plane was not attacked in this airspace. The officials said that it is
also possible that all three planes
violated Cuban airspace and the
pilots had been warned by airtraffie controllers in Havana that they
were in danger.
United States officials and the
lone surviving pilot said that the
three aircraft were in international
airspace when the attacks were
made. Cuban officials deny this,
saying that the attacks took place
over Cuba's ter-rito rial waters
south of the 24t h parallel, a line
on the m ap north of the 12-mile
perimeter of Cuba's airspace. Cuba
has legally declared the area south
of the 24th parallel as a n ai r defe nse zone. Cuba n officials stated
that there are no laws that currently ban a m ilitary pla ne from
shooting down unar med civi lian
aircraft viola ting territorial airspace.
The Cuban Foreign Ministry

tssued a statement in Havana on
Monday declaring that the downingof the planes should "serve as a
lesson to those who carry om sue h
actions." This statement angered
many American officials, including U.S. Secretary of State Warren
Christopher, who told reporters at
a press conference that the attacks
were a violation of international
law and "the norms of civilized
behavior."
Outrage was also expressed by
Prestdent Clinton as he considers
w hat forms of retaliation are possible. With a n embargo of Cuba
already in place, there are few options left for t he United States to
take against Cuba a nd its leader,
Fidel Castro.
In response to the incident,
Clinton mayseversomeof thefew
re maining Cuban ties including:
the banning of chartered flights
to the coun tr y, an end of wire
t ransfers of millions of dollars
from Cuban-Americans to relatives in Cuba and a ban on telephone service to the island . The
president is also considering the
withdrawal of all American diplomats o n the island.

Court sends mixed signal on cross burning laws
Lyle Denniston
il:>The Baltimore Sun

The Supreme Court created
new confusion Monday over the
power of states to make crossburn ing a crime by clearing the
way for Florida to prosecute a
youth for such an incident
peared to bar most, if not all, of
the govern ment's power to ourlaw hate messages in speech or
symbolic gestures. Unanimously,
the court struck down a St. Paul,

~xpress JJDUrself

Stuo8 abroao.

Minn., ordinance against crossburning.
Monday, however, the court
voted, with no dissents noted, to
reject a constitutional c hallenge
to a Flor ida law tha t outlaws the
placemen t of a "flaming cross" on
private property without the

m·

The youth involved, Thomas
Brandt Davis of Jacksonvi He, now
will be tried in juvenile court for
putting a burning c ross on the
property of a black family. The
Florida Supreme Court in june
upheld that state's cross-burning
law.
The Florida court sai d that its
own state law was broader than
the St. Paul o rdinance nullified by

t he Supreme Court. The St. Paul
law, it said, was unconstitutional
under the First Amendment because it targeted only symbolic
messages that would offend specific minority groups.
By contrast, it said, the Florida
law sim pi y banned all cross-burnI und r t
t . h
de -i
First Ame ndment, because it outlawed only the threat of violence
that cross-burning always conveys, the Florida court said.
Although the court turned
down his appeal Monday, it presumably could reconsider the issue if the youth is convicted and
will mo un t a new challenge .
Monday'sdenial of review does not
set a precedent.

The Student Union i~ now a((eptina
application~ for the po~ition of
Director of Internal Affoin.
Appli(ation~ ore available on the

~tudent Union·~ door, they ore due by

A

t Beaver College, we believe that study abroad is an opportuni ty for you to express yourself in new ways . Our commitment to working with you ensures a fu lfilling academic and
~rsonal expenence Call u lor our 1996-97 program catalogs.
Specify Australia, Greece, Great Brit.am, Ireland, Austria, Peace
Studtc or Mextco.

1.800.755.5607
cea@beaver. edu
http://www.beaver.edu/

Cenu:r £or Educuion Abroad

Wednesday Monh H, 1996
by
~:OOpm

for more info:
(oil ~91-4110
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IRA bombs bus in London in protest

Black History Month:

&say Contest wr."lel"

Rejects Sein Finn participation in peace negotiations
Brian Chandler
Staff Reporter
The lnsh Republican Army
(IRA) continued its recent terrorIst activity thts week with the
bombing of a bus in the theater
district of London. This most recent strike occurred at 10:30 P.M
on Feb 18., and resulted in one
death and mne other mjunes.
On Feb. 21 ,the IRA announced
th.H the 21-yearold man who was
ki lied in the blast, Ed ward O'Brien
of County Wexford, Republic of
Ireland, was an active guerrilla in
the 25-year-old Irish Catholic terrorist organization.
In order to avoid pohce checkpotnts,O'Br ien utilized a city bus
as hts means of transportation to
the target. The born bwas believed
to be accidentally set off in route
to the intended target, believed to
be a London law court.
This blast was the third suc h
terrorist strike since the
discontinuation of the Northern
l rei and peace process about two
weeks ago. On Feb. 9, the IRA
off ic ially broke its 17-mont h
cease-fire with a truck bom b in
London's Dock land business d istrict. This Dockland's explosio n

killed two people and injured over
100 more.
Another attempt occurred on
Feb. 15. The London police department defused a bomb which
was placed in a downtown telephone booth after being tipped off
by an anonymous phone call.
Apparently, the IRA reverted to
such terrorist tacucs due to
months of deadlock in the lnsh
peace process. The IRA throughout the peace process has required
that Britain oblige to lift as demand for the necessary participation of the political wing of the
IRA, the Sinn Fein, in the all-party
peace negotiations. The British
conditions consisted of the "decommission" of the IRA's weapons, a requirement in which the
terrorist orgamzation was not
will ing to comply.
Briti sh Prim e Minister john
Major insists that the peace process will continue, regardless of
terrorist activity. Major also insists the British government will
not carry on negotiations with
the IRA until the organization has
re-established the cease-fire.
Patrick Mayhew, Br itain's minister for Northern Ireland,alsode-

The Montgomery Bus Boycott. Mtssosstppl Freedom Summer The Marth on
Washtngton. All of these movements have at least one thmg 10 common. Unrty
That was the one steadfast denomtnator among the blad< communtty dunng the
C1111l Rights Movement 1n the Umted States.
Prtde and the need for recognn,on were also the drMng factors of the black
communrty at th1s ttme And although 1t reached extreme. and some\lmes
radtcal. hmtts d\Jnng thts penod 1n Amencan htstory. the push for thts mtnd· set
rema tned constant
Then. after many years and many s•gmficant deaths. along comes Black
HtstoryMonth For
manyyears.ttwas

nounced these attacks and declared such tactics useless acts attempting to motivate the British
government into complying with
the IRA demands.
"This is part of a campaign designed to make the British government comply with the wishes
of terrorists, that's gmng to fad,"
stated Mayhew.
The role of Gerry Adams, Sinn
Fein's leader, m the resurgence of
terronst tactics is also uncertain.
Last week, the IRA stated that,
"Sinn Fem is not the IRA," a statement which suggests that Adams'
participation in such terrorism is
unlikely. However, Sin n Fem is
still, at least nomina ll y linked
wit h the Irish Republtcan Army
Adams also plans to travel to
the United States on St. Patrick's
Day for a fundraising tou r. Last
year, Adams raised a substantial
sum on a similar vtsit to America.
The welcome Adams may receive from the U.S. government is
questionable. White House Press
Secretary, Mike McCurray recently stated, "We hope that the
peace process wi ll be back on track
at the time Mr. Ada ms proposes to
visit."

QHow can

Black. thesurpns,ngas·
synonymous wrth
sassmatton of Mar·
tJn Luther Ktng Jr
Black
HtstoryffiStOry M o n t l l Monthwasalsodes
siCallykeep theblad<
tgnated as a way to bacommuntty"sattsfied"•bout s e r v e a s a be'ngrecogntzedforthetr
hernage
•
Now that the 1990's Catalyst
haveamved.therecognt·
~on of 1ndrv1duals
as mdMd\Jals has
become the often b r i d g i n g t l l e g a p laugh!
SOCial
norm. Black History Month has
ewploded through adver- b e t w e e n .
~sements. promo11anal
commentanes. and esevents, award ceremon1es.
says much like thts one It
r u re s ? has already se,;.ed as a
tural gap But, there's a
catalyst to bndgtng the cui·
catch
Bndgtng the gap among cultures doesn't come from one month out of the
year It comes from the demton of tndtvtduals to be ,lw.u·<.' and l't''!)e<tful of other
cultures. In order for Black H1story Month to serve dS a catalyst '" th1> world.
wh tch conSists of a great deal of ractal , economiC, soctal. and politiCal d.versoty. a
change or catalyttc reactton needs to occur wothtn one's own heart. Every
tndtvtdual needs Lo dare La be d11ferent by betngthemsellles and recogntze others'
dtlferences as pos•~ves. There IS no deftnote answer to thts questoon because as
long as there are people on thos earth, there are gotng to be ways for us to find
reasons to dosagree Poimcs. Rel1goon. Busoness. Relattonshops. Race. These are
all catalysts for w1denong the gap among cultures. not bndgtng ot. IL seems as 1f
we almost search for ways to argue on these 1ssues If we can devote so much
energy to these five aspects of life. why can't we focus on thongs loke· re<peCt.
varytng potnts of v1ew. acknowledgment. and random ontt-ract.on (you know
those types of characterostKs that we, as a socoety. have deemed as "cheesy")
When we were placed on thos earth. I'm sure our Creator dod not want us to be
bonng. hence,Lhe trtJe,"Creator• Our d1fferent cultures are pnme examplt's of
that creat1v1ty. When we admore a patntlng at a museum or appreCI.He the
histoncal value of an ar\Jfacl.we generally don't look for ways to argue wl1e her

m
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Farrakhan dares U.S. to ban acceptance of Libyan aid
Michael A. Fletcher
©The Washi ngton Post

Nation of Islam leader Louis
Farra kha n Sunday da red the U.S.
government to stop him from accepting fi nancial helpf rom Libya,
saying he is primed for a "showwn'wll

t

SOGNIA:

ments against the United Stares
attributed to him by foreign news
agencies. He also was criticized
for traveling to Iraq a nd Libya, nations Americans are forbidden to
visit without permissionf rom the
State Department.
I

l

pun ish him for aligni ng with t he
"out law" nation.
Making h isfirst public appearance since returning from his
controversial 23-nation tour of
Africa and the Middle East ,
Farra kha n told a cheer ing crowd
of 12,000 at the Uni versity of Illi nois at Chi cago th at he would
welcome congressional hearings
into his trip.
1f he is asked to testify before
Congress, Farrakhan said, he
would "call the roll of rhe members of Congress who are honorary members of the Israeli
Knesset (parliament)." He also
said he would call U.S. foreign
policy prior ities into question.
"Every year you give Israel $4[bi llionho$6 billion of the taxpayer's
money and you haven't asked the
people nothing," Farrakhan said.
'Who are you an agent oP"
Rep. Peter T. King, R-N.Y., has
ca lied for hearings into
Farra khan's trip, and several federal agencies began official inquiries after Farrakhan was
quoted m foretgn news agency
reports maktng comments

JOHN

harsh ly crit ica l of the United
States and accepting a $1 billion
pl edge from Libyan leader
Moam mar Gad hafi. That report
was later retrac ted by the Libyan
news age ncy.
But in his speech, Farrakhan
was for more tha n $1 billion. He
also said he pla nned to accept the
money, although several policymakers have said he would violate
U.S. law by doing so.
"lf you're going to deny black
people the help of their own
brother, then we're going to rise up
aga inst you," Farrakhan said, as
rheaudienceapplauded."Wedon't
have a damn thing to lose but our
chai ns."
If Gad haft follows through o n
the pledge, it will not be the first
time he has given money to the
Nation of Islam. In 1985, Gadhafi
lent the Nation $5 milhon to help
it launch a line of personal care
products.
This ti me, Farrakhan said he
would use the money to build
homes, schools and factories.
"What do you have to say about it,
government of Amertca?"
Farrakhan said. "We're using the
money ro clean up the mess you
made. WhateverGadhafigivesme,
I'm gomg to ask you ro match it."
Farra khan's trip has come under intense criticism from U.S. officials because of caustic com-

101-~f>i;~ffiol~ll.il ~

comments, State Departmen t
spokesma n Nicholas Burns accused h imof"cavorting"wi th dictators who have" American blood
on their hands." The White House
backed those comments late last
week, condemning Farrakhan's
"f raternization wit h leaders of
gover nme nts t hat the United
Stares abhors. "
But t he con troversy on l y
stoked interest in Farrakhan'saddressSunday, which was deli vered
to commemorate Saviour's Day, a
celebration of the birth of Nation
of Islam founder W Fard
Muhammad.
Thousands of people holding
$10 tickets waited in orderly
single-file l i nesmore than an hour
before the event began to be
frisked before entering the arena
for Farrakhan's speech.
Farrakhan mamrained that his
trip was a misston of peace: to
spread a message of 'atonement
and reconciliation" the themes he
used as a foundation for last fall's
Mtllion Man March, one of the
largestdemonstranonsever in the
nation's capital.
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gap among culture~ - need to not only .ocknowfedge blades .and their
achoe~~ements. but we need to realize f!Very ra'" Jlld cu~ure as dtlferent
beautiful life
expresSions of hfe
We shouldn't worry about whether or not "thal other culture' IS fit to be at
'our school.' work at 'our offices.' or live 1n 'our netghbomood • What we should
worry about 1S changtng ourselves so that we w11l accept these people,
whomever they may be. wtthoul even th1nlong.
Hey. you ne~~er know. Even tf a gap ISn't brtdged. future generations woll be
able to look back on us and say that we sure dted tryong sort of ltke those three
students from M1am1 Unoversnythat partoc1pated tn MtsSissoppt freedom summer.
nght? -Bnan Love
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Reverend John J. Shea, S.J.
mdilie
John Carroll University
Bicentennial Committee
cordially invite John Carroll students
and oilier members of the university community
to attend ilie exhibit
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at the Cleveland Museum of Art
Wednesday, March 13, 1996
7 p.m. Reception
followed by a tour of the exhibit.
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2101 Richmond Rd.
Beachwood 464-1171
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Students are encouraged to make resen·ations
before spring break.
Reservation fonn are available from the
Student L1fe Offi ce and the tu ent S rvice Center.
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Hop, skip and jump into Leap Year

The Carroll News, February 29, 1996

Staff Reporter

Difranco, Anna
Year: Sophomore
Major: Sociology
Zodiac sign: Taurus
What Is your ideal job?: Any job
where I'd be able to travel around
the world, and all the expenses
would be paid for by the company.
What are your plans for spring
break?: I'm go1ng to New York for a
few days.
What is your best pick-up line?:
I hate ptck-up lines.
What activities are you Involved in?: I'm involved 1n the JCTV
news and entertainment shows. I
work part-time. I also play soccer:
Who is your favorite actor?:
AI Pac1no
What is your favorite book?:
"To Kill a Mockingbird"
If you found out classes were
canceled for a day, what would
you doT: Anytlitng witli my frienas.

R E S ER V E

It is February 29, and Leap Year has arrived once again Although most people
think of Leap Year as just an additional day
in February, there are scientific reasons
and traditions behind the day.
Leap Year occurs every four years, and
lengthens the duration of the year by one
day. ltsorigincan be traced back to as early
as 45 B.C when the calendar reform was
first instituted by the Roman ruler,julius
Caesar.
With help from his astronomers, it was
discovered that the solar year was fixed at
365 days and six hours.
Simple math revealed that at the end of
four years, the addition of another day to
the calendar would be required. February,
being the shortest month, was given the
additional day.
Celebrating a birthday on February 29
can be an unusual experience, as it only
occurs every four years. john Carroll University sophomore, Kristen Kowalski can
identify with this feeling because she was
born on February 29.
Kowalski said that she still celebrates
her birthday in much the same way as
other people with onlyoneexception. There
are three years when she celebrates her

birthday on March I, as opposed to February 29.
The mystery of the Leap Year unveils
yet another dimension. Few people are
aware of the fact that Leap Year is also
known as Bachelor's Day For tt is on this
day that women were given the opponu-

Happy

IAR
nity to propose marriage to the special men
in their lives.
According to an Irish legend, the association of marriage with Leap Year can be
traced back to fifth century Ireland. Single
women were accorded the right to propose
marriage to unmarried men throughout

the entire Leap Year.
And who ever said that the women's
movement did not start until the 1960s7
The legend follows that St. Bridget complained to St. Patrick that the charges in the
nunnery were unhappy with betngdenied
the chance to ever propose marriage. (According to the religious tradition at that
time, celibacy was a choice as opposed to
being a church requirement for nuns.)
St. Patrick, recognizing their discontent, suggested women be given the opportunity to propose marriage every seven
years.
Dtssatisfied with thissolution,St. Bridget
requested the right be given every four years
instead.
St. Patrick obliged by setting Leap Year,
"the longest of the lot ," as the time when
women were give n this privilege.
Unfortunately, this story does not report a happy ending for St. Bridget She
proposed to St Patrick, who declined, leaving heronlywith the promise of a kiss and
a silk gown from him.
However, this is not meant to deter
womenf rom takingadvantageof this oncein-every-four-years opportunity to follow
your heart, seek out your Mr. Right.
Love awaits, don't be afraid to just take
that leapl

Picking up the pieces when the family falls apart
Tom O'Konowltz
Assistant Features Editor

The following article is the final installment ofa th ree-parl series which focuses on
issues challenging college students.
Forma ny, growing up was a journey toward breaking free from the tyranny of
parents. But for college students, parents
actually can se rve as a support system for
anything from moral support and love, to
paying for expen es.
Many students expect that even though
their livesarechangingwhile they areaway
at college, their family life will always stay
the same.

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

C

However, this isn't always the case. Often times, when the children leave the home,
the family structure pulls apart and parents divorce.
Though many people would believe college students quite capable of dealing with
divorce, it may ac tually be harder for them.
"When they first told me, I was shocked,
but OK with it," said jack (a pseudonym), a
sophomore. "But afte r a while I couldn't
handle it. The ereahvayssupposedtobe
there, together."
j ack was very angry at his parents for
choosing to separate. He needed his parents to be there for him in the same way
they always had been.
He realized such
0 RP S
thoughts were selfish,
but was still not comfo rtable with the idea.
jenn (a pseudonym),
a freshma n, went home
forThanksgiv ingonlyto
find out that her father
no longer lived there.
"I guess they just
fought so much they
didn't want to be near
each other," she said.
"When l found that out,
my life was really weird.
I was going to school at a
new placethatd idn'tfeel
like home, and my real
home didn't either."
jenn is becoming
more comfortable with
her parents' decision, but
still cnes sometimes
when thinking about it.
She does not know if she

ONECOURSETHATCOUlDCHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with
confidence. Enroll m Army ROTC,
an electtve that's dtfferent from
any other college course. ROTC
offers hands-on leadersh1p tram mg. Traimng that gives you
experience and helps bulid self-

conftdence, character and management skills. All the credentials
employers look for. ROI'C is open to
freshmen and sophomores without
obltgation and requires about 4
hours per week. It will put your
life on a whole new course.

ARMYROTt
TIE SMIITEST COLLEGE tOOISE YOU CU TilE.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of lhe RecPlex or call

397-4421

will ever completely accept it.
In cases wheredi vorce is imminent,Carol
lorillo, JCU counselor, realizes 'It is very
disruptive and upsetting to {students!."
She believes that being mad at one parent is the biggest error a student can make.

"They should expect
some confusion and
anxiety and depression
about [divorce]."
Carol Iorillo
'Very of ten, they are concerned about takingsides. They need to try to avoid that,' she
said
'They should expectsomeconfus ion and
anxiety and depression about [divorce].
That's expected,' she noted. But she states
that in cases where things become too disorienting for students, they should seek he 1p
from university counselors.
Although marriage is between two
people, and only they decide if they want to
divorce, the children often are affected.
"We weren't going to [divorce] because
we knew how hard it would be for our kids.
Even though they're older now, w hear their
parents are splitting up has to be absolute!y
dreadful," said jack's mother.
"Sometimes it just happens though. And
we're going to make sure we do everything
possible to see that the entire family gets
through it," she sa id.
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Roberts portrays life of Reilly
Juliana Lucas

Rachael Hayes

ENTERTAII\tttENT

Staff Reporter

The l~gend of Dr.jekyll and Mr.
Hyde IS the latest victim in
Hollywood's recent attempt to
ad ,tpt classic literary villains for
the big screen.
If you are unfamiliar with the
story by Robert Louis Stevenson,
here'saquicksummary. Eccentric
scientist Dr. Henry jekyll is discouraged because his life is so boring Rather than join a bowling
league or something, he creates a
drug to bring out h1s naughty
impulses. Enter Mr. Hyde.
Mary Reilly recounts the story
from a unique perspective, however, making the story even more
intriguing than the classic version.
ltcentersaround Mary (julia Roberts), who works as a maid for
jekyll/Hyde (John Matkovich).
While Mary struggles to unravel the mystery behind her boss'
wei rd behavior, the audience is
curious about what she will find .
Also intriguing is the complex
relationship between Mary and
her employer (and his alter-ego).
Their peculiar friend shi p involves
his relentless interroga tion of her
fears, motivati ons and unhappy

childhood. Although he perpetually harasses her, Mary
is inexplicably
drawn to him.
Her fascination seems like
the sort of situation that might
make a good
"Geraldo" ep isode. Ca 11 it:
"W hat to do
when neither
half of your
man's persona lity treats you
e>J99C>Tn5wl'lc:<•"'-',.
right."
Julia Roberts and John Matkovich in Mary Reilly.
Matkovich is partial! yto blame present Irish accent. Other than
for the improbabili ty of their ro- this rather annoying flaw, though,
mance. While he does a good job Roberts is prettyconvincingas the
portraying the two very opposite confused domestic.
sides of one persona, he tends to
At one point, the distressed Dr.
overdramatizejekyll 's eccentrici- jekyll admits to Mary that he sufties.Granted,jekyll is supposed to fers from a "fractured soul." The
be an unconventional character. movie suffers from a similar ailBut Matkovich comes off as al- ment. Likejekyll and Hyde them most Ia ughable as he spews jekyll's selves, the film is part good and
countless mysterious phr ases part bad. Of course, if you're anywith exaggerated sincerity.
thing like Mary, this disparity will
Of course, it's no more laugh- make the film all the more attracable than Roberts' intermittently tive. ( 161!6 1'6 out of five)

Staff Reporter

Whateve r it takes to get th ings
accomplished. Bend a rule here,
hold a private meeting there. Politics is not black and white- only
the gray in between.
City Hall is the story of a New
York mayor, john Pappas (AI
Pacino), hi~ right·hand 'Ttlan,
Deputy Mayor Kev in Calhoun
(John Cusack) and the city in
which they live.
Everything is rather normal
around City Hall, until a shoot·
out occ urs one morning in Brooklyn . The shoot-out is between a
cop and a Mafia family member
wan ted by the police for questioning. What results is a dead cop, a
dead Mafia member and, even

more disturbing, a 6-year-o\d boy
killed in the crossfire. Questions
begin to arise: Wha t was the cop
doing there without calling forassistance and, more important,
whose bullet hit the child?
Pappas is a well-liked, ambitious mayor. When he is in public,
he hugs and kisses the people and
.-.it-.r•grealeiTlotion onhe citi~
zens of New York City. Calhoun,
an insightful, ambitious young
deputy mayor, possesses all
Pappas' characteristics.
City Hall is filled with great
pe rformances ac ross the board.
Pac ino's portrayal of thefeistya nd
emotional mayor is quite intriguing. The most emotional scene
occurs when Pappas gives a
speech at the child's funera l mass.

Pacino is a pleasure to watch.
Cusack's portrayal of Calhoun
is intriguing and also insightful
At times. he is one of Hollywood's
forgotten actors, but this performance should lead him back on
the right track He is a far better in
serious parts such as thisone,compared to his comedic roles.
n

·e I ,

·dge

Playhouse Square Center presents jeff Dunham and f riends
Saturday, March 2 at the Palace Theatre at 7:30p.m. Dunham is a
two-time winner of 'Ventriloquist of the Year." His Friends include
Walter, Woozle,jose, plus secondary characters such as a bucktoothed hayseed named Bubba, a gorilla, a cockroach and a worm
at the bottom of a tequila bottle. Tickets are $17.50 and are on sale
at the Playhouse Square Box Office, allAdvamix locationsorcharge
by phone at 241-6000.

Film
Up Close and Personal (Touchstone Pictures), starring
Michelle Pfeiffer and Robert Redford, opens Friday, March L Tally
Atwater (Pfeiffer) is a small-tow n weather girl who rises to success
as a prime-time anchor. but the best is yet to come when she
collides with older newsman Warren justice (Redford). The film
is directed by jon Avnet (Fried Green Tomatoes). Che k local listings for theatres and show times.

Music

Strong acting revives City Hall
Christopher M. Green

Comedy

- nda

and Martin Landau lead this brilliant supporting cast.
The film'sone fault, however, is
that throughout the film, director
Harold Becker and company do a
poor job of explaining most of the
political talk At times, City Hall
is too dense in dialogue and action. But Pacino, Cusack and Aiello
keepthefilm'sintrigueanddrama
alive ( f!6 16 1!6 out of five)

Belkin Productions and the Bud lee Conce rt Series present
The Goops with special guest Bouncing Soul at Peabody's
Dow n Under on Tuesday, March 12at8p.m.TheGoopsare touring
in support of their Reprise debut, Lucky. Tickets are $5 mad vance,
$6dayof show and are on sa le now at all Ticketmaster locations, or
charge by phone at 241-5555

Theatre
Playh-ouse quare enter eatures the reat Lakes rhearer
Festival's production of The Dybbuk tomgh t (Thursday, Feb. 29)
through March 16 at the Ohio Theatre. The centunes-old jewish
folk tale about them y tical power of love includes music, drama,
dance and visual arts. Tickets range from $20 to $35 and can be
charged by phone at 241-6000,orcall toll free at (800) 766-6048.
For more information call241-5490.
Coming Attractions were co mpiled by Lani Assily,assislant
ente rtainment editor. Dates and times are subject to change.

Oasis' success no mirage
Andrew Schlegelmilch

their mouths were, and they are
once agam riding high on their
It seems to me that if you like second album, (What's the Story)
Bmish bands,then you should like Morning Glory? Th is release is
Oasis. However, !do understand if proving to be a greater success
you find them utterly repulsive than the previous one. The radio
and gut-wrench ing. Oasis haven't hit "Wonderwall" supersedes all
been blessed with the most won- criticalacclaim that"Liveforever"
der£ ul reputation. Stories of sex, received.
drugs and rock 'n' roll have circu"Don't Look Back m Anger" is a
lated about this notoriously rude sensitive reflection of Lennon's
band and their disdain for order "Imagine", and songs such as the
(which seems to be a turn-on in playful "S he's Electric" and the
their country).
melancholy "Champagne SuperHow much can the cover, or nova" show a widening emotional
even most of the chapters, really base along with a possible meltell us about the book? The fact is, lowmg and broadening of the
if you were put off by the press band as a whole.
about the band when they apOasis have certainly earned
peared almost two years ago with thei r reputation, but focusing on
Definitely Maybe, then you are this would be tragic. This band is
missing the big picture.
admittedly a reflection of all that
Oasis' 1994 debut was charged was once great in British music.
with songs such as "Live Forever" Arrogance aside, brothers Liam
and the triumph ant "Supersonic." (vocals) and Noel Gallagher (lead
A deeper look into the album re- guitar), Pa ulArthurs(gu itar), Paul
veals "Cigarettes and Alcohol" and McGuigan (bass) and Alan White
"Rock 'n' Roll Star"- proof of the (drums) form a solid band that is
band's budding talent. But, like proving to be a mainstay in music
many other British bands at the today.
time, sales lagged in the United
For those of you fortunate
States behind the record-breaking enough to get tickets to this
sales seen in their home country. Saturday's sold -out show, be preThis band that was supposed to pared for an excellent time. If they
be bigger than U2 was joining the should, however, succeed in of·
ranks of the almost-famous.
fending you, feel secure that you
Oasis put their money where are in good company.
Staff Reporter

JCU's NEW HOTSPOT
I THURSDAY I
LADIES

NIGHT

lADIES DRINK FOR $1

DJ CHRIS GREEN IS BACK!
''1HEDVKE'
PlAYING ALL YOUR KICKING HIP HOP JAMS
SORORITY AND FRATERNITY PARTIES FOR

FREE

LOCATED AT 5100 MAYFIELD ,
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Hop, skip and jump into Leap Year

The Carroll News, February 29, 1996

~acha~Ha~y~
es~-------------

Staff Reporter

It IS February 29, and Leap Year has ar-

Difranco, Anna
Year: Sophomore
Major: Sociology
Zodiac sign: Taurus
What is your ideal job?: Any job
where I'd be able to travel around
the world, and all the expenses
would be paid for by the company.

What are your plans for spring
break?: I'm go1ng to New York for a

rived once again. Although most people
think of Leap Year as just an additional day
in February. there are scientific reasons
and traditions behmd the day.
Leap Year occurs every four years, and
lengthens the duration of the year by one
day. ltsorigmcanbe traced backtoasearly
as 45 B.C. when the calendar reform was
first mstituted by the Roman ruler,juhus
Caesar.
With help from his astronomers, it was
discovered that the solar year was fixed at
365 days and six hours.
Simple math revealed that at the end of
four years, the addition of another day to
the calendar would be required. February,
being the shortest month, was given the
additional day.
Celebrating a birthday on February 29
can be an unusual experience, as it only
occurs every four years. john Carroll University sophomore, Kristen Kowalski can
identify with this feeling because she was
born on February 29.
Kowalski said that she still celebrates
her birthday in much the same way as
other people with only one exception. There
are three years when she celebrates her

Happy

IAR
nitytoprofX>Se marriage to the special men
in their lives.
According to an Irish legend, the association of marriage with Leap Year can be
traced back to fifth century Ireland. Single
women were accorded the right to propose
marriage to unmarried men throughout

the entire Leap Year.
And who ever said that the women's
movement did not start unul the 1960s'
The legend follows that St. Bridget complained to St. Patrick that the charges in the
nunnery were unhappy with being denied
the chance to ever propose marriage. (According to the religious tradition at that
time, celibacy was a choice as opposed to
being a church requirement for nuns.)
St. Patrick, recognizing their discontent, suggested women be given the opportunity to propose marriage every seven
years.
Dissatisfied with thissolution,St.Bridget
requested the right begivenevery four years
instead.
St. Patrick obliged by setting Leap Year,
"the longest of the lot," as the time when
women were given this privilege.
Unfortunately, this story does not report a happy ending for St. Bridget. She
proposed to St. Patrick,who declined, leaving her only with the promise of a kiss and
a silk gown from him.
However, this is not meant to deter
womenf rom takingadvantageof this oncein -every-four-years opportunity to follow
your heart, seek out your Mr. Right.
Love awaits, don't be afraid to just take
that leap!

few days.

What is your best pick-up line?:
I hate ptck-up hnes

What activities are you in·
volved in?: I'm involved in the JCfV

Picking up the pieces when the family falls apart

However, this isn't always the case. Often times, when the children leave the home,
Ass1stant Features Editor
news and entertainment shows. I
Tile following article is the final install- the fam ily structure pulls apart and parwork part-time. I also play soccer
ment of a three-part series which focuses on ents divorce.
Who is your favorite actor?:
Though many people would believe colissues challenging college students.
AI Pactno
For many, growing up was a journey to- lege students quire capable of dealing with
What is your favorite book?:
ward breaking free from the tyranny of divorce, it may actually be harder forth em.
"When they first told me, I was shocked,
parents. But for college students, parents
"To Kill a Mocktngbird"
but
OK with it," said jack (a pseudonym), a
actually
can
serve
as
a
support
system
for
If you found out classes were
sophomore.
"But after a while I couldn't
anything
from
moral
support
and
love,
to
canceled for a day, what would
handleit . Theywerea lwa ~pp<> dtobe
paying for expenses.
you doT: Anyllitng w1tn my frienas .
Many students expect that even though there, together."
jack was very angry at his parents for
their livcsarechanging while they areaway
at college, their family life will always stay choosing to separate. He needed his parents to be there fo r him in the same way
the same.
they always had been.
He realized such
CORPS
RESERVE
OFFICERS'
TRAINING
thoughts were selfish,
but was still not comfortable with the idea.
jenn (a pseudonym),
a freshman, went home
forThanksgivingonly to
find out that her father
no longer lived there.
"I guess they just
fought so much they
didn't want to be near
each other," she said .
"When I found that out,
my life was really weird.
1was going to school at a
new placethatdidn't feel
like home, and my real
home didn't either."
jenn is becoming
more comfortable with
her parents' decision, but
still cries sometimes
when thinking about it.
She does not know if she

Tom O'Konowltz

ONECOURSETHATCOULDCHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future w1th
confidence, character and manageconfidence. Enroll m Army ROTC,
ment skills. All the credentials
an elective that's different from
employers look for. ROI'C is open to
any other college course. ROTC
freshmen and sophomores without
offers hands-on leadershtp train- ~•iiii:l obltgation and requires about 4
mg. Trainmg that gives you
hours per week. It will put your
experience and helps build selflife on a whole new course.

ARMY ROTC
m SMIITEST COWGE COOISE YOU C:U TilE.
For details, visit 2nd f1oor of the RecPlex or call
.
397-4421

will ever completely accept it.
Incaseswheredivorceisimminent,Carol
lorillo, JCU counselor, realizes 'It is very
disruptive and upsetting to [students!.'
She believes that being mad at one parent is the biggest error a student can make.

"They should expect
some confusion and
anxiety and depression
about [divorce}."
Carollorillo
'Very often , they are concerned about takingsides. They need totryroavoid that,'she
said.
'They should expectsomeconf us ion and
anxiety and depression about [divorce].
That's expected,' she noted. But she states
that in cases where things become too disorienting for students, they should seek help
from umversity counselors.
Although marriage is between two
people, and only they decide if they want to
divorce, the children often are affected.
"We weren't going to [divorce] because
we knew how hard it would be for our kids.
Even though they're older now, to hearthei r
parents are splitting up has to be absolutely
dreadful," said jack's mother.
"Sometimes it just happens though. And
we're going to make sure we do everything
possible to see that the entire family gets
through it," she said.
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Roberts portrays life of Reilly
Juliana Lucas

birthday on March 1, as opposed to February 29.
The mystery of the Leap Year unveils
yet another dimension. Few people are
aware of the fact that Leap Year is also
known as Bachelor's Day. For it is on thts
day that women were given the opponu-

ENTERTAirt\ENT

Staff Reporter

The legend of Dr.jekyll and Mr.
Hyde ts the latest victim in
Hollywood's recent attempt to
ad,tpt cl.tssic literary vtllains for
the big screen.
If you a re unfamiliar with the
story by Robert Louis Stevenson,
here'saquicksummary. Eccentric
scientist Dr. Henry jekyll is discouraged because his life is so boring. Rat her than join a bowling
league or something, he creates a
drug to bring out his naughty
impulses. Enter Mr. Hyde.
Mary Reilly recounts the story
from a unique perspective, however, making the story even more
intriguing than the classic version.
It centers around Mary (Julia Roberts), who works as a maid for
jekyll/Hyde (john Matkovich).
While Mary struggles to unravel the mystery behind her boss'
weird behavior, the audience is
curious about what she will find .
Also intriguing is the complex
relationship between Mary and
her employer (and his alter-ego).
Their peculiarfriendshipinvolves
h1s relentless interrogation of her
fears, motivations and unhappy

chi ldhood. Although he perpetually harasses her, Mary
is inexplicably
drawn to him.
Her fascination seems like
the sort of situation that might
make a good
"G era Ido" e pisod e. Ca 1l it:
"What to do
when neither
half of your
man's personality treats you
c:t906TnSud'i<<u,..,lne
right."
Julia Roberts and John Malkovich in Mary Reilly.
Matkovich is partiall yto blame present Irish accent. Other than
for the improbability of their ro- this rather annoying flaw, though,
mance. While he does a good job Roberts is pretty convinci ngas the
portraying the two very opposite confused domestic.
sides of one persona, he tends to
Atone point, the distressed Dr.
overdramatizejek yll's eccentrici- jekyll admits to Mary that he sufties.Granted,Jekyll is supposed to fers from a "fractured soul" The
be an unconventional character. movie suffers from a similar ailBut Matkovich comes off as al- ment. Like jekyll and Hyde themmostlaughableashespewsjekyll's selves, the film is part good and
countless mysterious phrases part bad. Of course, if you're anywith exaggerated sincerity.
thing like Mary,thisdisparitywill
Of course, it's no more laugh- make the film all the more attracable than Roberts' intermittently tive. ( l'lE t6 16 out of five)

Staff Reporter

Whatever it takes to get things
accomplished . Bend a rule here,
hold a private meeting there. Politics is not black and white -only
the gray in between.
City Hall is the story of a New
York mayor, john Pappas (AI
Pacino}, hi-s righr-itirnd "mlln,
Deputy Mayor Kevin Calhoun
(john Cusack) and rhe city in
which they live.
Everything is rather normal
around City Hall, until a shootout occurs one morning in Brooklyn . The shoot-out is between a
cop and a Mafia family member
wanted by the police for questioning. What results is a dead cop, a
dead Mafia member and, even

more disturbing, a 6-year-old boy
killed in the crossfire. Questions
begin to arise: What was the cop
doing there without calling forassistance and, more important,
whose bullet hit the child?
Pappas is a well-liked, ambitiousmayor. When he is in public,
he hugs and kisses the people and
grear-emorion or rhe"t:irizens of New York City. Calhoun,
an insight£ ul, ambitious young
deputy mayor, possesses all
Pappas' characteristics.
City Hall is filled with great
performances across the board.
Pacino's portrayal of thefeistyand
emotional mayor is quite intriguing. The most emotional scene
occurs when Pappas gives a
speech at the child's funeral mass.

Playhouse Square Center presents jeff Dunham and Friends
Saturday, March 2 at the Palace Theatre at 7:30p.m. Dunham is a
two-time winner of "Ventriloquist of the Year." His Friends include
Walter, Woozle,jose, plus secondary characters such as a bucktoothed hayseed named Bubba, a gonlla, a cockroach and a worm
at the bottom of a tequila bottle. Tickets are $17.50 and are on sale
atthe Playhouse Square Box Office, all Advant ix locations or charge
by phone at 241-6000.

Film
Up Close and Personal (Touchstone Pictures), starring
Michelle Pfeiffer and Robert Redford, opens Friday, March I. Tally
Atwater(Pfeiffer) is a smal l-town weather girl whorisestosuccess
as a prime-time anchor, but the best is yet to come when she
collides with older newsman Warrenjustice(Redford). The film
is directed by jon Avnet (Fried Green Tomatoes). Check local listings for theatres and showtimes.

Music

Strong acting revives City Hall
Christopher M. Green

Comedy

Pacino is a pleasure to watch.
Cusack's portrayal of Calhoun
is intriguing and also insightful.
At times, he is one of Hollywood's
forgotten actors, but this performance should lead him back on
the righttrack. He is a far better in
serious parts such as thisone,compared to his comedic roles.
y :Aid , ·cige on eta
and Martin Landau lead this brilliant supporting cast.
The film's one fault, however, is
that throughout the film, director
Harold Becker and company do a
poor job of explaining most of the
political talk. Attimes, City Hall
is too dense in dialogue and action. But Pacino,Cusackand Aiello
keepthefilm'sintrigueanddrama
alive. ( 1'6 1'6 !6 out of five)

Belkin Productions and the Bud lee Concert Series present
The Goops with special guest Bouncing Souls at Peabody's
Down Under on Tuesday, March l2at 8 p.m. TheGoopsare touring
in support of their Reprisedebut,Luchy. Ttckets are$5m advance,
$6day of show and are on sale now at aII Ticketmaster locations, or
charge by phone at 241-5555

Theatre
Piayimuse quare enrer feature the reat La e rhe rer
Festival's production of The Dybbuk tomght (Thursday, Feb. 29)
through March 16 at the Ohio Theatre. The centuries-old jewish
folk tale about the mystical power of love includes music, drama,
dance and visual arts. Tickets range from $20 to $35 and can be
charged by phone at 241-6000, or call toll free at (800) 766-6048.
For more information call24l-5490.
Coming Attractions were compiled by Lani Asslly, assistant
entertainment editor. Dates and times are subject to change.

Oasis' success no mirage
Andrew Schlegelmilch
Staff Reporter

It seems to me that 1f you like
British bands, then you should like
Oasis. However, Ido understand if
you find them utterly repulsive
and gut-wrench mg. Oasis haven't
been blessed with the most wonder[ ul reputation. Stories of sex,
drugs and rock 'rr' roll have circulated about this notoriously rude
band and their disdain for order
(whtch seems to be a turn-on in
their country).
How much can the cover, or
even most of the chapters, really
tell us about the book? The fact is,
if you were put off by the press
about the band when they appeared almost two years ago with
Definitely Maybe, then you are
missmg the big picture.
Oasis' 1994 debut was charged
with songs such as "Live Forever"
and the triumphant "Supersonic."
A deeper look into the album reveals "Cigarettes and Alcohol" and
"Rock 'n' Roll Star" - proof of the
band's budding talent. But, like
many other British bands at the
time, sales lagged in the United
States behind the record-breaking
sales seen in their home country.
This band that was supposed to
be bigger than U2 was joining the
ranks of the almost-famous.
Oasis put their money where

their mouths were, and they are
once again riding high on their
second album, (What's the Story)
Morning Glory? This release is
proving to be a greater success
than the previous one. The radio
hit "Wonderwall" supersedes all
crittcal acclaim that"Live Forever"
received.
"Don't Look Back in Anger" is a
sensitive reflection of Lennon's
"Imagine", and songs such as the
playful "She's Electric" and the
melancholy "Champagne Supernova" show a widening emotional
base along with a possible mellowi ng and broadening of the
band as a whole.
Oasis have certainly earned
their reputation, but focusing on
this would be tragic. This band is
admitted I y a reflection of all that
was once great in British music.
Arrogance aside, brothers Liam
(vocals) and Noel Gallagher (lead
guitar), Paul Arth urs(guitar),Paul
McGuigan (bass) and Alan White
(drums) form a solid band that is
proving to be a mainstay in music
today.
For those of you fortunate
enough to get tickets to this
Saturday's sold-out show; be prepared for an excellent time. If they
should, however, succeed in offending you, feel secure that you
are in good company.

JCU's NEW HOTSPOT
!THURSDAY I
LAD- lES
lADIES DRINK. FOR $1

DJ CHRIS GREEN IS BACK!
'TIIEDVKE'

PlAYING AIL YOUR KICKING HIP HOP JAMS
SORORITY AND FRATERNITY PARTIES
LOCATED AT 5100 MAYFIELD ,
5 MIN. FROM CAMPUS

FOR

FREE

461-8774

HAPPY HOUR 12-7 P.M. TALL BOYS $1.00
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Florida because the pitching will

be stronger than what they are
used to.
'The expenence we get will be
a big thmg this year,' Calnpanella
satd, 'especiallybecauseourpttching ts so young·
Brewer satd the trip will show
him which new players are ready
to play.
"It's deftmtely going to be a
learning experience finding out
whoourgame playcrsareand who
our practice players are," Brewer
said.
Freshman pitcher Ben Myers
satd the Florida teams have an
edge because of the weather.
"T hey play year round in
Florida, and that JS one of the biggest advantages of playing in the
South," Myers said. "For a baseball
season, it's easy to get ready in the
warm weather."
Brewer looks to sophomore
Mark Thiabault and junior Brian
Emmerling to provide the bulk of
the experience on the mound.
'Brian has great stuff, a great
attnude,and he has a lot of experience,' Brewer said. 'We expect big
things from him this year on the
mound .'
Fresh men john O'Rourks, Ben
Myers, and Chuck Damboldoalso

look to see playing time on the
mound.
While the pitching is a question mark, Brewer said he thinks
the players behmd them will be
among the best in the OAC.
"Kevin Fischer should be
amongrhedominant players in the
OAC," Brewer said.
Seniors Anthony Pizzutit and
Tommy Kennedy, junior Mike
Campanella and freshmanjimmy
Vaekas all will see time in the
middle infield, and Matt Carver
and jeff Sibol will play third.
In the outfield, joe Panzarella
will play centerfield and Mocny
returns to rightfield.
"We're lookingforJoetostepup
the leadership and produce, and
Mocny has all the tools," Brewer
said.
Also according to Brewer, senior john Bartels will do most of
the catching.
Brewer said the Florida trip will
give hi man idea of what to expect
during the Ohio Athletic Conference regular season, and it will
reveal how his team will be able to
compete with teams like nationally ranked Marietta.
"Marietta is the Mount Unio n
of baseball, but we'd like to get
there within the next few years,"

Carroll track teams race toward OAC meet
Bridget Walsh
Staff Reporter
[I you're feeling down because
the flu bug that has been passed
around campus has caught you,
imagine being in your run down
state and com peri ng in a sprint or
d ista ncecontest fort he track team.
Despite running from and battling the bug, the john Carroll
University track teams ventured
to the Denison University Indoor
Track and Field Meet this past Friday While it was a non-scored
meet Ino team points are accumulated], the athletes still took individual honors in events.
The women seemed tofavorthe
jumping events over the running.
Senior Thea Cansler won the long
jump and the triplejumpwithdistancesof 17-51/2 and 36-3 respectively. Sophomore Lori Hammer
finished second to Cansler in the
triple jump (31-5) and took third
in the long jump (15-6 3/4), and
freshman jenny Miller lept 5-3 to
finish third in the high jump.
Also placing for the Streaks

OACs

Brewer said. "We feel we can do
that with the nucleus we have.
Our one goal this year is to make

the conference tournament, and l
do not see any reason why we
should not be able w do that."

Senior J.J. Huszczo and freshman Brandon Steinmetz capture individual crowns
"As a team, we're never happy
Mount Union won the team
championship with 107.5 points, with a third place finish," Coach
Kerry
followed
0 kby Ohio
mann
Northwe~e
ern (73),
said.
" LosJ o h n
ingour
Carroll
l 58 (72.5),
BaldwinJnllrl'r
(Justin
Wallace
Kerry Volkmann
Kerr)
(445),
Hetdel t
0
berg (39), Muskingum (6) and medical default before the march
even started definitely hurt our
Capital (5.5).

'11s a team,

never

happy with a third place
finish."

were junior Jill Muldoon, completing the 300-merer dash in 45.19,
and junior Amy Hill, finishing
the 3,000-meter run in 12:535.
Three members of the girls
track ream have alreadyprovisionally qualified for nationals:
Minette jackson in the 400 meter,
Consler in the triple jump and
Miller in the high jump.
To say that the three are"provisionally" qualified means that between 12 and 16 competitors will
be allowed to compete in nationals. Twelve will definitely be accepted, while up to sixteen may be
allowed tocompete. As of now, all
three of the Car roll women are
ranked up to 16th in their event.
The men's team brought home
winners in the pole vault and the
4x200 relay. Sophomore Matt
Lemieux cleared 14-0 in the pole
vault and seniors Mike 0 \sen, Lyle
Biggs and tan Johnstone teamed
with sophomore Don Spenrhoff
to bring home the relay in 1:36.8.
Second places were picked up
by freshman Eric Balish (518) in

the 400-meterdash and senior jeff
Adick with a heave of 45-7 in the
shot put.
Next up for the track teams is
the Ohio Athletic Conference meet
this weekend at Ohio Northern
University. JCU returns a champion from both the men's and
women's team from last year's
competition Consler returns as
the defending champton in the
long jump and triple jump and
Olsen returns to defend his 400meter title.
'We're )laving a good season,'
said Consler. 'I think we're gomg
to surprise a lot of people.'
Consler also said that this
weekend they will be the underdogs and could make things very
interesting in the scoring column.
"! think we will do well." jackson said echoing the views of her
teammate. "Everyone on the team
has a lot of heart and desire. We
have what it takes."
Recognizing that nationalsare
approaching, the athletes see their
chances to qua !ifyare dwindling.

' l'mreallyexcited forth is weekend,' said Lemieux. 'It's my last
chance to qualify for nationals. I
think there are a number of us

NCAA

Ohio Wesleyan.
Thegameshould be one of contrasting styles. While Wooster
likeswstayin the half courcgame,
the Blue Streaks prefer a faster
paced game, taking advantage of
fast break opportunities. Tile statistics reflect the two styles. During the season.John Carroll averaged 78 points per game, second
best in the OAC. Meanwhile, the
Fighting Scots rated as one of the
NCACs top defensive teams, giving up just 58 po1nts a game.
"They'reagrea defenstveream.
They're probably one of the bf,st
defensive teams in the country,"
Tyson said. "Offensively, there's
nothing flashy about them . They
go after the boards. They're a big,
strong, physical team, so it'll be a
good march-up."
Wooster's top player is freshman Phillip Yontz, a 6'8' forward
who averages 13.1 points per game
and 6.9 rebounds. Also a force in-

whowtlL'
For those who succeed this
weekend, nationals begin March
8th and 9th.

Members of the women's track team take advantage of the
warm weather for some outdoor practice.

Stts&y 7..eltr

Junior Mike Campanella takes batting practice off a tee while
senior Kevin Fischer and sophomore Matt Carver look on.

Wrestlers place third in OACs, send five to nationals
Steven R. Colaianni
Staff Reporter
For the john Carroll Univers ty wrestling team , the emi-fiual round was the undoing once
again as the Blue Streaks finished
thtrd at the Ohio Athlettc Conference Championshtps for the second snaight year.
The Streaks had nine wrestlers
advance to the semi-ftnal round
but, once there, only th ree wrestiers reached the finals. The combined total of defeat in JCU's six
semt-finallosses was 17 potnts.
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Baseball spring trains in Florida
Staff Reporter
Coach Brian Brewer takes hts
John Carroll Umversity baseball
team to Flonda this weekend looking tO see how his team stacks up
agamst the competition. He JUSt
hopes he comes back with more
answers than question marks.
Brewer, in his ftrst season as a
head coach,said he wants to butld
a starting rotation ftrst.
'Our whole starttng rotation
from last yeans gone,' Brewer said.
'Everyone wi II get a couple innings
later on and that will judge how
we go later in the week.'
In addition tosettinga starting
rutation, Brewer wtll have to adjust to berng a head coach.
"My overall perspective has
deftnitely changed," Brewer said.
"The btggest negative is that you're
stressed forcoachingtimc because
of recrUit mg, fundratsing, and administrative stuff."
Hts emphasis on winning has
also changed
'When I came in as a graduate
assistant, my emphasis was to
win,' stated Brewer. 'I've learned a
bit , and l'menjoyingwatchingthe
kids improve.'
Junior
infielder
Mike
Campanella is anxious to go to

SPORTS
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overall chances for the team title .
Championships are won or lost in
the semi-final round, and unfortunate1y, we advanced on y t ree
guys to the finals."
TwoofJCU's three finalists were
senior JJ. Huszczo and freshman
Brandon Steinmetz, both of whom
captured individual titles.
Huszczo defeated Mark Zeno of
Heidelberg (7 -5) and Tracey
Lambdin of Mount Union (ll-7)
to win the OAC crown at 118
pounds. Steinmetz'svictoriesover
Jim Bob Lewis of Ohio Northern

(8-0) and Tom Leicher of Heidelberg (11-7) earned him the OAC
championship at 134 pounds.
'Huszczo had mixed emotions
about the tournament, despite
winning his second consecutive
OAC title at ll8 pounds.
"It was a bittersweet experience
for me," Huszczo said. "I'm happy
to have won [the OAC title at ll8
poundsl but I was disappointed
about finishing third overall. Asa
senior and team captain, Lfeel responsible for the ream's finish. I
see OACs, page 9

/
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"After four and a half hours of
tough deliberation, we were able
con't from page 8
to earn threeat-large bids, so we're
was more nervous for the other happy about that,"said Volkmann.
guys on the team than I was for "I'm happy for our five national
qualifiers, but at the same time I
myself."
Srei nmetz became the firstJCU feel bad for john McGuire and
freshman to win a conference title Jimmie Lake who missed qualifysince current JCU assistant coach ing by a place or two."
John Carroll finished 15th at
David Buckisowon the President's
Athletic Conference title at 126 the Division-lll Championships
last year, markpounds in 1989.
ing the 21st
Both Huszczo
time in the 22and Steinmetz
year h story of
automarl alTy
the tournaqualified for the
ment that the
NCAA DivisionStreaks placed
111 Champiohin the top 20.
ships, which be"It's intergin this Friday in
New York at
Kerry Volkmann esting to see
where
you
Cortland State
stand in referUniversity
The Blue Streak contingent to ence to the best in rhe nation,"
the national championships grew Volkmann said. "Our guys have to
to five as john Carroll was ex- stay with their strengths and do
tended three wild card bids by the what got them to this point."
Huszczo, an All-American
conference coaches. Sophomore
Chris Roman at 142 pounds, se- honoree who placed fourth at ll8
nior jason Kessen at 150 pounds pounds in last year's national tourand senior Andy Worst at 167 nament, knows the competition is
pounds received at-large berths wide open at nationals.
"Everybody is shooting for the
into the field of 200 at the 1996
Division-HI tournament.
same goal at nationals, and anyHuszczo and Kessen will be thing can happen." Huszczo said.
making their second appearances "This is the end of my career, and I
at the national tournament, while just want to have fun while I do
Steinmetz, Roman and Worst will the best that I possibly can in my
remain ing matches."
all be making theirfirst trip.

earn three at-large
bids."

con't from page 1,
denied a spot in the national
playoffs when Heidelberg
knocked them out in the OAC
Tournament semi -final. That was
also the last year the Division-ll1
tournament accepted only 32
teams. The field was expanded to
64 teams last season.
In fact,fourOAC teams will represent the conference in this year's
tournament. Joiningjoh n Carroll,
wlio 11 s the highest seed of the
four, will be eighth seeded
Baldwin-Wallace, fifth seeded
Capital. and fourth seeded Ohio
Northern.
"That was a goal when werecruited this]group]ofkids,"Moran
said."We told them that was a goal
of ours, to get to the NCAA Tournament. What's nice is most of
them have come from very good
high school programs where they
know how much fun it can be
when you get on a roll during a
tournament."
To get on a "roll," john Carroll
musrget past the Fighting Scots of
Wooster. Wooster represents the
North Coast Athletic Conference
where they had a 19-6 overall
record and a 12-4 league mark.
They finished second to
Wittenberg and like JCU, were
upset in the quarterfinals of their
conference wurnament, 71-62 by

+

jun1or, Men's Basketball
Pfundstein scored a careerhigh 26 pionts on 8-8 shooting
from the fiield, including 5-5
from three-point land, and S-6
from the free throw line. He
also dtshed out six assists and
grabbed three steals in a 20T
loss to Muskingum (89-93) in
the OAC quarterfinal.

J.J. Huszczo
Senior, Wrestling
Huszczo captured his second
consecutive OAC title at I I 8
pounds. By defeating Mark
Zeno of Heidelberg (7 -5) and
Tracy Lambdin ( 11-7) of Mt.
Union automatically qualified
Huszco for the NCAA Division
Ill Championships at Cortland
State, in Cortland, NY.
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GUINESS, MURPHY'S, HARP, DOUBLE
DIAMOND, WOODPECKER CIDER, AND
WATNEY'S BY TilE PINT AND 1/2 PINT

ROLLING ROCK
DRAFT SPECIALS!
IIAM.-2AM.
LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS

AREHOUSE JREWERY
David Pfundstein

stde is 6'6' freshman Ryan
Gorman. Gorman averages l0.3
poims per game and leads the
Scots in rebounding,grabbing8.4
per contest. Rounding out the
front-line is6'7'JuniorGreg Morris
who averages eight pointsand six
rebounds a game.
"They're a huge team that's
probably the btggesr team we'll
face all year," said Jeffrey
Sesplankis, 6T senior center. "I
thought we we rea large team, bur
we're avera~e compa red to them .
e'k JUSt go ou th re, match up
correctly and hopefully play our
hardest"
The winner of the John Carroll-Woostergamedrawsthewinner of second seeded Hope College of Michigan and seventh
seeded Kalamazoo. EitherjCU or
Wooster would play host to
Kalamazoo if they pull the upset.
Otherwise, the winner travels to
Hope for a 7:30 tip Saturday night.

o.EIIAli
JACKPWI'

AREHOUSE JREWERY

KITCHEN CLOSES AT 11 P.M.

20% OF FOOD TO ALL CARROlL STUDENTS,
FACUL1Y. AND SfAFF (PRESENf LD.)
15 CENT WINGS ON SUNDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS
FROM 8 P.M. 10 l l P.M.

321-9356
LOCATED IN CEDAR CENTER 13962 CEDAR ROAD
FREE PARKING IN REAR OF BUILDING
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Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter
:.___ __
Coach Brian Brewer takes his
John Carroll UmversHy baseball
team toFionda this weekend looking to see how hts team stacks up
agamst the competition He JUSt
hopes he comes back with more
answers than question marks.
Brewer, in his first season as a
head coach,said he wants to bUild
a starting rOiallon first.
'Our whole starting rotation
from last year is gone,' Brewer said.
'Everyone will get a couple 1nmngs
later on and that will judge how
we go later m the week.'
In addHJOn tosettingastaning
rotation, Brewer wdl have to adJUSt to being a head coach
"My overall perspective ha s
definitely changed," Brewer said.
"The b1ggest negative IS th at you're
stressed for coaching time because
of recruiting, f undraising, and adm in iStrauve stuff."
His emphasis on winning has
also c hanged.
'When I came i n as a graduate
assistant, my e mph asis was to
win," stated Brewer. ' I've learned a
b1t,and I'm enjoying watchi ng the
kids imp rove.'
junior
infielder
Mike
Campanella is anxious to go to

look to see playing ume on the
mound
While the pitching Is a question mark, Brewer said he thmks
the players behind them will be
among the best m the OAC
"Kevin Fischer should be
amongthedominam players in the
OAC," Brewer said.
Seniors Anthony Pizzutii and
Tommy Kennedy, junior Mike
Campanella and freshmanjtmmy
Vaekas all will see time in the
m1ddle infield, and Matt Carver
and jeff Sibol will play third.
In the outfield, Joe Panzarella
will play centerfield and Mocny
returns to nghtfield.
"We're looking forJoetostep up
the leadership and produce, and
Mocny has all the tools," Brewer
said.
Also according to Brewer, senior john Bartels will do most of
the catching.
Brewer said the Florida trip will
give hi man idea of what to expect
during the Ohio Athletic Conference regular season, and it will
reveal how his team will be able to
compete with teams like nationally ra nked Marietta.
"Marietta is the Mo unt Union
of baseba II, but we'd like to get
there within the next few years,"

Bridget Walsh
Staff Reporter
II you're feeling down because
the flu bug that has been passed
around campus has caught you,
imagine being m your run down
state and competing m a sprint or
distancecontest for the track team.
Despite running from and battling the bug, the John Carroll
Umversity track teams ventured
to the Denison University Indoor
Track and Field Meet this past Friday. While it was a non -scored
meet Ino team pomtsareaccumulated], the athletes still took individ ual honors in events.
The women seemed to favor the
jumping events over the running.
Senior Thea Consler won the long
jumpand thetriplejumpwithdistances of 17-51/2 and 36-3 respectively. Sophomore Lori Hammer
finished second to Cansler in the
triple jump (31-5) and took third
in the long jump (15-6 3/ 4), and
f reshmanJenny Millerlept 5-3 to
finish third in the high jump.
Also placing for the Streaks

Brewer sa id . "We feel we can do
that with the nucleus we have.
Our one goal this year is to make

the co nference tournament, and I
do not see any reason why we
should not be able to do that."

Senior J.J. Huszczo and freshman Brandon Steinmetz capture individual crowns
Steven R. Colaianni

Mount Union won the team
championsh ip with 107.5 points,
followed
by Ohio
Northern (73),
Joh n
Carroll
c12 s),
Baldwin
Wallace
(44.5),
Heidel berg (39), Muskingum (6) and
Capital (55)

"As a team , we're never happy
with a third place finish," Coach
Kerry
o1 mann
said .
" Losingour

"As a team, we're never

happy with a third place
finish."

1s8 ~

(Just in
Kerr)
t
0
medical default before the match
even started definitely hurt our

Kerry Volkmann

overall chances for the team title.
Championships are won or lost in
the semi-final round, and unfortunately, we advanced onfy t ree
guys to the finals."
TwoofJCU's three finalists were
senior jj. Huszczo and freshman
Brandon Steinmetz, both of whom
captured individual titles.
Huszczo defeated Mark Zeno of
Heide lberg (7-5) and Tracey
Lambdin of Mount Union (ll-7)
to win the OAC crown at 118
pounds. Steinmetz'svictoriesover
jim Bob Lewis of Ohio Northern

(8-0) and Tom Leicher of Heidelberg (ll-7) earned him the OAC
championship at 134 pounds.
Huszczo had mtxed emotions
a bout the tournament, despite
winning his second consecutive
OAC title at 118 pounds.
"It was a bittersweet experience
for me," Huszczo said. "I'm happy
to have won [the OAC title a t 118
pounds], but I was disappointed
abo ut finishing third overall. As a
senior and team captain, I feel responsible for the team's finish . I

see OACs, page 9
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were juniorJill Muldoon,completmg the 300-meter dash in 45.19,
and jumor Amy Hill, finishing
the 3,000-meter run in 12:53.5.
Three members of the girls
track team havealready provistona lly qualified fo r nationals:
Minettejackson in the 400 meter,
Cansler in the triple jump and
Miller in the high jump.
To say that the three are "provisionally" qualified means that between 12 and 16 competitors will
be allowed to compete in nationals. Twelve will defimtely be accepted,whileuptosixteen may be
allowed to compete. As of now,all
three of the Carroll women are
ranked up to 16th in their event
The men's team brought home
winners in the pole vault and the
4x200 relay. Sophomore Matt
Lemieux cleared 14-0 in the pole
vault and se niorsMike Olsen, Lyle
Biggs and ian Johnstone teamed
with sophomore Don Spenthoff
to bring home the relay in 1:36.8.
Second places were picked up
by freshman Eric Balish (51.8) in

OACs

Junior Mike Campanella takes batting practice off a tee while
senior Kevin Fischer and sophomore Matt Carver look on.

Wrestlers place third in OACs, send five to nationals
Staff Reporter
For the john arroll Umver·
slry wresrlmg ream, the semi-final round was the undotng once
agat n as the Blue Streaks finished
third a t the Ohio Athletic Conference Champtonsh tps for the second traigh t ye;u.
The Streak had nine wrestlers
advance to the semi-final round
but, once there, only three wrestlers rea hcd thefinals. Thecombined tota l of defeat in JCU's six
sem t-flnallosses was 17 points.

9

Carroll track teams race toward OAC meet

Baseball spring trains in Florida
Florida because the pitching will
be stronger than what they are
used to.
'The expenence we g!!t will be
a big thing thiS year,' Campanella
said, 'especially because our pitching is so young.'
Brewer sa1d the mp wtll show
htm wh1ch new players are ready
to play.
"It's defmitely going to be a
learning expenence finding out
whoourgameplayersareand who
our pracuce players are," Brewer
satd
Freshman pitcher Ben Myers
satd the Florida teams have an
edge because of the weather.
"They play year round in
Florida, and that IS one of the biggest advantages of playing in the
South," Myers said. "For a baseball
season, it's easy to get ready in the
warm weather."
Brewer looks to sophomore
Mark Thiabault and junior Brian
Emmerltng to provide the bulk of
the experience on the mound.
'Brian has great stuff, a great
anuude,and he has a lot of experience,' Brewer said. 'We expect big
th ings from him this year on the
mound.'
Freshmen john O'Rourks, Ben
Myers, and Chuck Damboldoalso

SPORTS
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"After four and a half hours of
tough deliberation, we were able
con't from page 8
to earn three at-large bids, so we're
was more nervous for the other happyaboutthat,"saidVolkmann.
guys on the team than I was for "I'm happy for our five national
myself"
qualifiers, but at the same time I
SteinmetzbecamethefirstjCU feel bad for John McGuire and
freshman towinaconferencetitle jimmie Lake who missed qualifysince currentjCU assistant coach ing by a place or two."
David Buckiso won the President's
john Carroll finished 15th at
Athletic Conference title at 126 the Division-[}[ Championships
pounds in 1989.
lastyear,marking the 21st
Both Huszczo
and Steinmetz
time in the 22aut mattcally
year history of
qualified for the
the tournaNCAA Division ment that the
lii Champioh Streaks placed
ships, which bein the top 20.
ginthisFridayin
"It's interNew York at
Kerry Volkmann esting to see
Cortland State
where
you
University.
stand in referThe Blue Streak contingent to ence to the best in the nation,"
the national cham pions hips grew Volkmann said. "Our guys have to
to five as John Carroll was ex- stay with their strengths and do
tended three wildcard bids by the what got them to this point."
Huszczo, an All-American
conference coaches. Sophomore
Chris Roman at 142 pounds, se- honoree who placed fourth at 118
nior Jason Kessen at 150 pounds pounds in last year's national tourand senior Andy Worst at 167 nament,knowsthecompetitionis
pounds received at-large berths wide open at nationals.
into the field of 200 at the 1996
"Everybody is shooting for the
same goal at nationals, and anyDivision -III tournament.
Huszczo and Kessen will be thing can happen," Huszczo said.
making their second appearances "This is the end of my career, and I
at the nationaltournament,while just want to have fun while I do
Steinmetz, Roman and Worst will the best that I possibly can in my
all be making their first trip.
remaining matches."

eatn three at-/atge

bids."

the 400-meterdashand semorJeff
Adick with a heave of 45-7 in the
shot put
Next up for the track teams is
theOhioAthleticConferencemeet
this weekend at Ohio Northern
University. JCU returns a champion from both the men's and
women's team from last year's
competition. Consler returns as
the defending champion in the
long jum p and tri ple jump and
Olsen returns to defend his 400meter title.
'We're having a good season,'
said Cansler. 'I think we're going
to surprise a lot of people.'
Cansler also said that this
weekend they will be the underdogs and could make things very
interesting in the scoring column.
"I think we will do well," jackson said echoing the views of her
teammate. "Everyone on the team
has a lot of heart and desire. We
have what it takes."
Recognizing that nationa Is are
approaching, the athletes see their
chances to qualify are dwindling.

'I'm reallyexcited forth1s weekend,' said Lemieux. 'It's my last
chance to qualify for nationals. I
think there are a number of us

NCAA

Ohio Wesleyan .
The game should be one of contrasting styles. While Wooster
likes to stay in the half court game,
the Blue Streaks prefer a faster
paced game, taking advantage of
fast break opportunities. The statistics reflect the two styles. During the season ,john Carroll averaged 78 points per game, second
best in the OAC. Meanwhile, the
Fighting Scots rated as one of the
NCAC's top defensive teams, giving up just 58 points a game.
"They'reagreaLdefenslveteam.
They're probably one of the be,st
defensive teams in the country,"
Tyson said. "Offensively, theres
nothing flashy about them. They
go after the boards. They're a big,
strong, physical team, so it'll be a
good match-up."
Wooster's top player is freshman Phillip Yontz, a 6'8' forward
who averages 13.1 points per game
and 6.9rebounds. Also a force in-

con't from page 1,
denied a spot in the national
playoffs when Heidelberg
knocked them out in the OAC
Tournamentsemi-final. That was
also the last year the Division-III
tournament accepted only 32
teams. The field was expanded to
64 teams last season.
In fact,fourOAC teams will represent the conference in this year's
tournament joining..lohnCarroll ,
who has the highest seed or the
four, will be eighth seeded
Baldwin-Wallace, £ifth seeded
Capital, and fourth seeded Ohio
Northern.
"That was a goal when werecruited thislgroup]ofkids,"Moran
said."Wetold them thatwasagoal
of ours, to get to the NCAA Tournament. What's nice is most of
them have come from very good
high school programs where they
know how much fun it can be
when you get on a roll during a
tournament."
To get on a "roll," john Carroll
must get past the FightingScotsof
Wooster. Wooster represents the
North Coast Athletic Conference
where they had a 19-6 overall
record and a 12-4 league mark.
They finished second to
Wittenberg and like JCU, were
upset in the quarterfinals of their
conference tournament, 71-62 by

RREHOUSE JREWERY

+

David Pfundstein
jumor, Men's Basketball
Pfundstein scored a careerhigh 26 pionts on 8-8 shooting
from the fiield, including S-5
from three-point land, and S-6
from the free throw line. He
also dished out six assists and
grabbed three steals in a 20T
loss to Muskingum (89-93) m
the OAC quarterfinal.

Senior. Wrestling
Huszczo captured his second
consecutive OAC title at I 18
pounds. By defeating Mark
Zeno of Heidelberg (7-5) and
Tracy Lambdin ( 11-7) of Mt.
Union automatically qualified
Huszco for the NCAA Division
Ill Championships at Cordand
State, in Cortland, NY.
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Members of the women's track team take advantage of the
wann weather for some outdoor practice.

side is 6'6' fres hman Ryan
Gorman. Gorman averages 10.3
poims per game and leads the
Scots in rebounding,grabbing8.4
per contest. Rounding out the
from-line is67'juniorGreg Morris
who averages eight pomts and six
rebounds a game.
"They're a huge team that's
probably the biggest team we'll
face all year," sa1d jeffrey
Sesplankis, 6'7' semor center "I
thought we were a large team, but
we're averag compared to them .
'I JUSt go out th r , m u.: up
correctly and hopefully play our
hardest."
The wmner of the john Carroll-Wooster game draws the winner of second seeded Hope College of Michigan and seventh
seeded Kalamazoo. Either JCU or
Wooster would play host to
Kalamazoo If they pull the upset
Otherwise, the winner rravels to
Hope for a 7:30 tipSaturday night.

GUJNESS, MURPHY'S, HARP, DOUBLE
DIAMOND, WOODPECKER CIDER, AND
WATNEY'S BY TilE PINT AND 1/2 PINT

ROLLING ROCK
DRAFT SPECIALS!
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J.J. Huszczo

who will.'
For those who succeed this
weekend, nationals begin March
8th and 9th
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KITCHEN CLOSES AT 11 P_M.
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15 CENfWINGS ON SUNDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS
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FROM 8 P-M- TO 11 P.M.
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Po itical polls: Looking behind the numbers

•Views/Editorial

Richard Harwood
IC The Washington Post

Are you one of
these people?

-

"Did you hear? She sits behind me in microbiology class.
How long do you think she's known?"
The doctor highlights the HIV-positive results on the
second blood test.
Dad demands a new doctor.
The medical assistant ref uses to touch the used needles.
The receptionist JOts down the number of the local HIV
support group.
The younger brother is last picked for kickball during
recess.
Mom goes everyday to 7 a.m. mass and prays.
"She couldn't. be. Didn't she date john last year? I remem-

ber them .wgether at Winter Formal."

-

The current boyfriend kisses goodnight- on the cheek
The ex-boyfriend worries about that one drunken night
without condoms.
The ex-boyfriend's current girlfriend begins to insist on
using them.

"Can lget it from a toilet seat? She lives on my floor."
The roommate keeps her laundry separate this week.
The girl across the hall starts showering in the first-floor
bathroom.
TheRA calls Health Services for additional information
on HIV.
The swim team teammate waiting for the rowing machine wanders to another line.
Another teammate quits.
"A II it takesisone little drop. One little fleckofblood. How

can l risk tha()"
Someone who says she understands leaves an invitation
on th vo1 mail .
Someone in the cafeteria wonders who last ate clam
chowder off his soup spoon.
for coff

Life is not lived in a vacuum. Not even AIDS works solo.
It is only through the collaborative onslaught of diseases
such as pneumonia, tuberculosis and cancer upon the immune system of a person infected with HIV that AIDS can
kill. A thousand different virus cells from a thousand
different deadly diseases. One person cannot fight such
overwhelming odds alone. If you think that by avoiding a
handshake ora morninggreetingatshared bathroom sinks,
you're avoiding AIDS, think again.
Because if you're uninformed about how HIV is contracted, AIDS has already defeated you.
And the rest of us.

HITS & misses
HIT: Lil' Sibs Weekend. __ a tremendous success. Great job, RHA! You've set quite a precedent for the future. Let's work to include offcampus students and sibs next year. HIT: The
Concert Choir singing the national anthem at
the Lumberjacks game last Sunday. HIT: The
men's basketball team getting a bid to the
NCAA tournament. m I s s: Too many people
running unopposed for SU executive offices.
HIT: A female being elected SU president for
only the second time. HIT: AIDS Awareness
Week, and the AIDS quilt being on display in the
chapel. m I s s: Faculty and staff smoking in
the women's restroom by The Inn Between.
m I s s: The same frozen yogurt flavors in the
dining hall for weeks and weeks. m i s s: The
IRA bombings and the bombings in Cuba. HIT:
The awesome weather last weekend. m I s s:
The tests and papers you still have to study
for and write before tomorrow. HIT: We're going home (or to Florida, or Cancun) in just one
day. Have a great Spring Break!

Silence equals death, ignorance kills
What is the first thought that comes to your
A IDS Awareness Week planning committee spent
mind when you read this headline? This whole
countless hours preparing . What is it going to take
week has been spent talking about, learning about
for people to realize that responsibility equals life?
and becoming aware of the deadly disease we
Become aware of your own self worth and your
know as AIDS. Did you learn anything, and more
value as a person. Don't turn to sex as an answer for
importantly, are you truly aware of this disease?
personal fulfillment. 1encourage you to come out
From its discovery, many have called AIDS a gay
of your ivory towers and open your eyes ro see this
------~~~~~~~::- deadly disease for what it really is.
disease, contracted and
spread only by homoLiving a promiscuous life WILL
sexuals. The truth is that
Maury
eventually kill you.
this disease affects
Petrak
Have you slept with multiple
everyone; gay or straight,
Senior
partnerst Does anyone really know
male or female.
who they are sleepi with? We
But, is thecampusof
need to look to the ideaso
John Carroll University
and respect for one another.
Guest
Commentary
Abstinence is the only one true
susceptible ro the dangers
guarantee that AIDS will not affect
of infection? Are we blind
to the
lit]'. Of o r fellow
you. The challenge and decision_
students being infected?
inevitably rests with YOU. Take
Supposedly Carroll does not attract people that
the time to earn your college degree and to learn a
little bit about responsibility Please qon't think that
would be at risk. Is it reall¥ possible that there are
no sexually _active people on this campus? These
you are exempt from this disease because of your
are all questions that don 't reach to the walls of the
family upbringing or your financial upbringing. It
"ivory tower" that the majority of the Carroll
isn't about any of these things.
community lives in. The reality is that AIDS has
lt is more about those who make irresponsible
ki !led hundreds of thousands of people from all
and immature decisions to engage in sexual
walks of life.
intercourse without understanding the possible
We need to look at the issues. The question of
ramifications. The concepts of love, and respect for
condoms is avoided because of Catholic teaching.
one's health and life are realizations that are
forgoiten in the bustle of college life.
Abstinence is avoided because it is not the "in"
thing. So, what is the answer?
Ask yourself one question: Could my next
partner infect me?
Hoping LO save lives through education, the

Finally, an article about you
last week , I move to strike that, the Band, Phi
To be honest, I have no idea what I want to
Theta Mu, Concert Choir (this makes the second
wrue about. The fact is, I was asked to fill this
article on the choir in one year), RHA, Art club,
space with words and I'm just dry.
Chicagoclub(what exactly do they do7), The
The fact is, there are probably a lot of people/
Commuter Association, Crew (they already got an
issues that deserve to be written about that have
article in September), the Debate team,lndoor
never been written about in this paper. Most
Soccer club, Irish club,Juggling Club, Lacrosse
people think they deserve to be written about.
club, Rugby, Sailing team (no, wait see page two),
Some people even ask me, "Why don't you do an
the Shire of Snowydale club, Ski club, Tae Kwan
article on.. " My response is most common! y, "Now
Do club, Volleyball club, the Christian Life
we can't do an article on everyone, but we try.",
Community club,lnterYarsity Christian FellowSo, here it is. Please mark this down as an
ship, Right to Life club, College Republicans
article on thef allowing topics: The Carillon, The
(why?), S.A.F.E, Women's CoaliCarroll Quarterly, WUJC,
BUSA, ISA, the Accounting ~~~~~~~~----- tion, Young Democrats, Delta
Delta Xi. Lamlxla Chi Rho,
Association, Advertising
James
lamlxla Gamma Sigma , Pi Sigma
Association, Alpha Kappa
Auricchio Phi (alll,678 of them and 2,986 of
Psi, American Chemical
Managing Editor
their pledges.), Theta Kappa, and
Association, Der Deutsche
Zeta Tau Omega.
Ring, the Economics
And now an article on all the
Society, the English club,
people who have said they think
Finance Association, the
Commentary
they should have an article done
Honors Student Associaon them, and a11 the people who
tion, the Japan club, La
really should have an article done
Mesa H1spanica, LeCercle
on them: john, Catfish, Billy, Mike, Ryan, Don,
francais, the Marketing Association, the Pershing
Steve, Rob,jeff, Dave, Jeff, Pat, the guy on the
Rifles Club, the Political Science club, the Pre-Law
corner of Miramar and Washington who shovels a
Society, Psychology club. Sigma Pi Sigma, Society
10' by 10' square around him, the girl who never
for Human Resources, Sociology club, Student
stops working out on the stairmaster, me, Dave,
Edu at ion Association, Delta Kappa Psi, Iota Beta
my brother, sister in law and my beautiful niece,
Gam rna, Iota Ch1 Upsi Ion, Iota, Iota, Iota Phi Theta,
and finally ...
Knights of Columbus, Phi Beta Phi Phi Kappa X1,
You.
S1gma Delta Kapp-a, Student Business Adv1sory
Sorry if I missed anyone.
Council, Student Uni- no wait they got an article

Our education as writers and commentators on politics continues. In Iowa we
learned that Steve Forbes' money may buy
happiness but not a Midwestern election;
· that Bob Dole remains popular with elderly
Republicans despite his position on Medicare limtts; that "negative" political ads are
becoming a liability to their sponsors; and
that good reputations in Washington <Dick
Lugar and PhilGramm)are noteasilyuanslated
into
votes.
The New
Hampshire
primary reaffirmed these
lessons and to
some extent
expanded
our understanding of
other factors
in the politics
of 1996.
We now
have, for example, a better feel for the role of th e Christian right in
our political life. The press has been excited,and possibly overexcited, by this phenomenon for several years. Nationally,
Christian conservatives represent about 22
percent of the electorate. Although most of
them are not members of the politically
militant Christian Coalition, they tend to
be seen as a monolithic interest group.
The results from Iowa and New Hampshire as well as the results from earlier national elections suggest otherwise. They
include both Democrats and Republicans
and differ on many public policy issues. (A
Gallup Poll on the eve of the 1992 election
found th at relig10us fundamentalists preferred th pre um ed " inner" Bill lin
over George Bush by 50 to 42 percent)
In Iowa this year, Bob Dole was supported
by the leader of the Christian Coalition , but
Pat Buchanan got a plurality of the fundamentalist vote m that state and a majonty
in New Hampshire. These fundamentalists
represented a third of the voters in Iowa and
17 percent in New Hampshire. bur in neither state did the abortion issue appear to
have great resonance. It was identified by
only 8 percent of the Iowa voters and 9
percent of those in New Hampshire as the
"most important issue in deciding whom to

support."
If nor abortion, what motivated these
religious voters? Did Buchanan's Catholicism help or hurt him with the fundamentalists? Are his beliefs in "creationism" and
the literal truth of the Bible political assets
in the United States in 1996? There are no
answers to those questions yet. Wedoknow;
however, that the voting behavior of the
fundamentalists is no more monolithic
than the voting behavior of various other
groups within the electorate and cannot be
taken
for
granted.
In the past
couple
of
weeks, the
media have
begun to suggest
t hat
"populism,"
rather than
religious fundamentalism,
is responsible

In the past couple of weeks,
the media have begun to
suggest that ''populism,"
rather than religious
fundamentalism, is
responsible for Buchanan's
early showing.
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Buchanan's
early showing. That is
Time magazine's cover story this week. As
evidence, there are Buchanan's messages,
some of them subliminal, about race, immigration and rich corporations. These
messages have been central to all of the
populist movements of the past century;
from Pitchfork Ben Tillman and Ignatius
Donnelly in the 1890s, to George Wallace
of recent memory. Buchanan promises to
stand tall against illegal immigration, to
"stand up for the working men and women
whose jobs are threatened by unfair trade
deals done for the benefit of huge corporations" and to "take our country back" from
unspecified un-American forces.
The New Hampshire resu ltsdo not demonstrate tha t this messa e has become a
prairie fire sweeping the countrys1de. Exn
polls tell us that Buchanan got 15,000of his
56,000 votes from "working-class" people
earning less than $30,000 a year.
None of his rivals did quite as well. But
Buchanan got a great many more votes
(23,500) from people earning more than
$50,000 a year. Dole beat him in the highincome brackets, but not by much, and ran
a strong second (l2,000votes) to Buchanan
among the under-$30,000 earners. Among
college graduates, Dole and Buchanan did
equally well.

lf there was a "populist" drive m New
Hampshire, what were the grievances?
Buchanan spoke incessant] y abouuhecruel
and unfa1r impact of "free trade" on American workers. But the polls tell us that only 6
percent of the voters in New Hampshire
considered foreign trade an issue of prime
significance. Twenty-seven percent of the
electorate thought the economy and jobs
were the "most important issue," a finding
not inconsistent with other recent polls
showing that the vast majority of Americans are less dissatisfied and less revolutionary about their economic status than
the politicians and cartoonists seem to believe.
What journalists need, it seems to me, is
an expanded setof inquiries by the pollsters
who provide the raw numbers that describe
voting behavior. It is out of these numbers
that we try to discover the "meaning• of
elections. Poll questions are now based on a
limited number of assumptions: the assumptions, for example, that sex, race, income, age, religion, party affi I iation and geography affect voting behaviors. Specific
economic interests m electoral outcomes
are not often defined and explored.
Roughly half the families in America
receive "entitlement" checks from the fed eral government each month; the average
value of these "entitlements" is $!0.320,and
the aggregate cos t is $789 billion annually,

according to a study last year by U.S. News
& World Report. Does the voting behavior
of these families d1ffer from the voung behavior of famtlies not on the "entitlement"
rolls1 Does the voting behavior of the 20
million public employees in the United
States differ from the voting behavior of
employees in the private sector?
It may not be feasible to expand the polling questionnaires now in use. But it would
improve the quality of our election postmortems and possibly the polincal process
itself.
Many political strategies and governmental policies are based on the assumption that economic self -interest and behavior in the voting booth are clearly correlated. It IS quite possible, however, that
people are not soone-dimensional that they
necessarily choose their presidents or representatives on the basis of personal financial gain or loss. But we don't know much
about that because of the sketchy demographic information contai ned in a lot of
the polls.
With better data, we might understand
why Bill Clinton was more appealing to
Christian fundamentali ts in l 92 than
George Bus hand why, in New Hampshire, a
"populist" rabble -rouser such as Buchanan
appealed equal! y to the "working class" and
the "swells" on the h1ll with college educations and six-figure incomes.
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Project HOPE In need of
student support
For the past few weeks now, Project
HOPE has been meeting every Sunday
night, and l m ustsay the lack of attendance
has been disappointing. Although it's increasing slowly, we still need more help.
Despite the signs all over school and the
want ad m .he paper, I guess I still need to
clue some people in. HOPE is not one day
where tOO mentally and physically challenged ch1ldren show upon Wasmer Field
and everything just happens to run
smoothlv. There is a lot of work and prepa ration.
To the underclassmen who may not
know what HOPE is , we invite children
from rwo schools to join in a mini Special
Olympics that we set up on the football
field. hery child has a chance to participate in every activity, and everyone IS a
winner Notonly do they enjoy the day, but
it is a rewarding experience for us as well.
but, we need your help.
To the Knights of Columbus who apparently make this their semester service
pro_)Cct, where are you7 Aren't you already
on campus on Sunday mghts anyway?
Would it kill )'OU rowalk overto theJardine
Room at 9:007 We have plenty of committees you are more than welcome ro join.
And, finally, to my fellow classmates,
does the phrase "semorclass project" mean
anything to you7 As far as I can see it, this

is the last time we can do something together for the school (that doesn't require
any money) before we disperse in our separated irections.
I don't think we're asking for much. You
don't need any money or any transportation,just a willingness to help children succeed and thinyminutesa week-every Sunday night, 9pm in thejardine Room lguaranteeeveryone will walkaway with a smile
by the time we're through.
Sue Vivacqua
Class of 1996

Committee efforts behind "LII'
Sibs" success
We would just like to take this opportumty to publicly thank and commend Marc
Walrod and the Lil' Sibs commitree for putting on a fabulous weekend. The event was
a tremendous success, and the numerous
events were enjoyed by all. Over 250 little
siblings participated in the weeke-nd. and
they were treated to a variety of events, such
as arts and crafts, a magic show a clown
show, karaoke. face painting, caricatures, a
raffle of fabulous prizes, and a da nee. I, as
well as the rest of the executive officers.
received many compliments on the weekend forthefabulousrime that they and their
little sibs had The bulk of thiscreditgoes to
Marc and his committee. They were the
ones who made Lil' Sibs the success it was.

They were the ones who took this responsibility upon themselves as a service to the
JCU community. It took a lot of time and
effort ro put together the proposal to bnng
lil' Sibs back to JCU, and even more to put
together the fantastic weekend of events
that was planned for this past Saturday.
Marc and his committee completed these
tasks with overwhelming success. and they
should be proud of the work they did. They
made many JCU Ltl' S1bs very happy, and
brought back a much needed and much
enjOyed activity tojCU. Thanks again
Jeff Becherer, Enk Martinez, Liz Shephard,
Frank Feola. Brian Newcome
RHA

The Carroll News welcomes letters
to the editor. as it is our way of
knowing what you like or dislike
about the CN. the campus or life in
general. We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in the
CN office, ·to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also be
submitted
~ia
e-mail
to
C N LETTERS ., j c v ax a. j cu. e dJ.4:
Letters will be accepted after no'O'n
on Monday only if there is additional
space available. We resene the
right to eqit letters for clarity or
space cons,derations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by your
phone number.
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Are you one of
these people?
"Dtd you hear? She sits behind me in microbiology class.
How long do you think she's known?"

The doctor highlights the HIV-positi ve results on the
second blood test.
Dad demands a new doctor.
The medical assistant ref uses to touch the used needles.
The reception ist jots down the number of the local HIV
support group.
The younger brother is last picked for kickball during
recess.
Mom goes everyday to 7 a.m. mass and prays.

"She couldn't be. Didn't she date john last year? l remember them _together at Winter Formal."
The current boyfriend kisses goodnight- on the cheek.
The ex-boyfriend worries about that one drunken night
without condoms.
The ex-boyf riend'scurrent girlfriend begins to insist on
using them.
"Can rget it from a toilet seat? She lives on my floor. "
The roommate keeps her laundry separate this week.
The girl across the hall starts showering in the first-floor
bathroom.
TheRA calls Health Services for additional information
on lliV.
The swim team teammate waiting for the rowing machine wanders to another line.
Another teammate quits.

"All it takes is one little drop. One !ittlefleckofblood. How
can Irish that?"
Someone who says she understands leaves an invitation
for coffee on tb voice mail .
Someone in the cafeteria wonders who last ate clam
chowder off his soup spoon.
Life is not lived in a vacuum. Not even AIDS works solo.
It is only through the collaborative onslaught of diseases
such as pneumonia, tuberculosis and cancer upon the immune system of a person infected with HlV that AIDS can
kill. A thousand different virus cells from a thousand
different deadly diseases. One person cannot fight such
overwhelmingoddsalone. lf you think that by avoiding a
handshake ora morning greeting at shared bathroom sinks,
you're avoiding AIDS, think again.
Because if you're uninformed about how HIV is contracted, AIDS has already defeated you.
And the rest of us.

HITS & misses
HIT: Lil' Sibs Weekend ... a tremendous success. Great job, RHA! You've set quite a precedent for the future. Let's work to include offcampus students and sibs next year. HIT: The
Concert Choir singing the national anthem at
the Lumberjacks game last Sunday. HIT: The
men's basketball team getting a bid to the
NCAA tournament. m I s s: Too many people
running unopposed for SU executive offices.
HIT: A female being elected SU president for
only the second time. HIT: AIDS Awareness
Week, and the AIDS quilt being on display in the
chapel. m I s s: Faculty and staff smoking in
the women's restroom by The Inn Between.
m I s s: The same frozen yogurt flavors in the
dining hall for weeks and weeks. m i s s: The
IRA bombings and the bombings in Cuba. HIT:
The awesome weather last weekend. m I s s:
The tests and papers you still have to study
for and write before tomorrow. HIT: We're going home (or to Florida, or Cancun) in just one
day. Have a great Spring Break!
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Silence equals death, ignorance kills
What is the first thought that comes to your
AIDS Awareness Week planning committee spent
mind when you read this headline? This whole
countless hours preparing. What is it going to take
for people to realize that responsibility equals life?
week has been spent talking about, learning about
and becoming aware of the deadly disease we
&come aware of your own self worth and your
know as AIDS. Did you learn anything, and more
value as a person. Don't turn to sex as an answer for
importantly, are you truly aware of this disease7
personal fulfillment. I encourage you to come out
From its discovery. many have called AIDS a gay
of your ivory towers and open your eyes to see this
disease, contracted and
·-----~~~~~~~~ deadlydiseaseforwhat it really is.
spread only by homoLiving a prom tscuous life WILL
sexuals. The truth is that
Maury
eventually kill you.
this disease affects
Petrak
Have you slept with multiple
everyone; gay or straight,
Senior
partners? Does anyone rea 11 y know
male or female.
who they are sleepi~th? We
But, is the campus of
need to look tot he ideasOI'iw est
John Carroll University
and respect for one another.
susceptible to the dangers
Abstinence is the on ly one true
of infection? Are we blind
guarantee that AIDS will not affect
to the eality of o r fellow
you. The challenge and decision_
students being infected?
inevitably rests with YOU. Take
Supposedly Carroll does not attract people that
the time to earn your college degree and to learn a
would be at risk. Is it really possible that there are
little bit about responsibility. Please gon't think that
no sexually active people on this campus? These
you are exempt from this disease because of your
are all questions that don't reach to the walls of the family upbringing or your financial upbringing. It
"ivory tower" that the majority of the Carroll
isn't about any of these things.
community lives in. The reality is that AIDS has
It is more about those who make irresponsible
killed hundreds of thousands of people from all
and immature decisions to engage in sexual
walks of life.
intercourse without understanding the possible
We need to look at the issues The question of
ramifications. The concepts of love, and respect for
condoms is avoided because of Catholic teaching.
one's health and life are realizations that are
Abstinence is avoided because it is not the "in"
forgotten in the bustle of college life.
thing. So, what is the answer?
Ask yourself one question: Could my next
Hoping to save lives through education, the
partner infect me?

Finally, an article about you
To be honest, 1have no idea what I want to
last week, I move to strih that , the Band, Phi
write about. The fact is, I was asked to fill this
The ta Mu, Concert Choir (this makes the second
space with words and I'm just dry.
article on the choir in one year), RHA, Art club,
The fact is, there are probably a lot of people/
Chicago club (what exactly do they do?), The
issues that deserve to be written about that have
Commuter Assoc iation, Crew (they already got an
never been written about in this paper. Most
article in September), the Debate team,lndoor
people think they deserve to be written about.
Soccer club, Irish club,Juggling Club, Lacrosse
Some people even ask me, "Why don't you do an
club, Rugby, Sailing team (no, wait see page two),
article on .. ." My response is most commonly, "Now
the Shire of Snowydale club, Ski club, Tae Kwan
we can 't do an article on everyone, but we try.",
Do club, Volleyball club, the Christian Life
So, here it is. Please mark this down as an
Community club, lnterVarsity Christian Fellowarticle on the fallowing topics: TheCa rillon, The
ship, Rtght to Life club, College Republicans
Carroi!Quarterly,WUJC, ~~~~~~~~-....- - - (why?),S.A.F.E, Women'sCoaliBUSA, !SA, the Accounting ,..
tion, Young Democrats, Delta
Association, Advertising
Delta Xi, Lambda Chi Rho,
James
Association, Alpha Kappa
Lam bda Gamma Sigma, Pi Sigma
Psi, American Chemical
Auricchio Phi (all !,678 of them and 2,986 of
Association, Der Deutsche
Managing Editor
their pledges), Theta Kappa, and
Ring, the Economics
Zeta Tau Omega.
Society, the English club,
Ancf now an anicle on all the
Finance Association, the
people
who have said they think
COITliT'entary
Honors Student Associathey should have an article done
tion, the Japan club, La
on them, and all the people who
Mesa Hispanica, Le Cercle
really should have an article done
Francais, the Marketing Association, the Pershing
on them:john, Catfish, Billy, Mike, Ryan, Don,
Rifles Club, the Political Science club, the Pre-Law
Steve, Rob,Jeff , Dave, Jeff, Pat, the guy on the
Society, Psychology club, Sigma Pi Sigma, Society
corner of Miramar and Washington who shovels a
for Human Resources,Soo ology club, Student
10' by lO'square around him, thegtrl wno never
Education Association, Delta Kappa Psi, Iota Beta
stops working out on the stairmaster, me, Dave,
Gamma, l01a Chi Upsilon, Iota, Iota, lour Phi Theta,
my brother, sister in law and my beautiful niece,
Kmghtsof Columbus, Phi Beta Phi. Ph1 Kappa Xi,
and finally ...
Sigma Delta Kappa , Student Busmess Advisory
You.
Council, Studem Uni- no wait they got an article
Sorry if I mtssed anyone.

support."
Richard Harwood
ICl Ti'M! Washington Post
lf not abortion, what motivated these
Our education as wnters and com men- religious voters? Did Buchanan's Catholitators on politics continues. In Iowa we cism help or hurt him with the fundamen learned that Steve Forbes' money may buy talists? Are his beliefs in "creationism" and
happiness but not a Midwestern election; the literal truth of the Bible political assets
that Bob Dole remains popular with elderly in the United States in 1996? There are no
Republk-ans despite his position on Medi- answers to those questions yet. Wedo.know,
care limtts; that "negative" political ads are however, that the voting behavior of the
becoming a liability to their sponsors; and fundamentalists is no more monolithic
that good reputations in Washington (Dick than the voting behavior of various other
Lugarand Phi!Gramm)are not easily trans- groups within the electorate and cannot be
lated into
taken
for
votes.
granted.
The New In the past couple of weeks,
ln the past
Hampshire
couple
of
primary reafweeks. the
the
media
have
begun
to
firmed these
media have
begun to suglessons and to suggest that "populism/'
gest
some extent
that
expanded
"populism,"
rather than religious
our underrather than
standing of
religious fun other factors fundamentalism, is
damentalism.
in the politics
is responsible
responsible for Buchanan's
of 1996.
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We now
Buchanan's
early showing.
have, for exearly showing. That is
ample, a better feel for the role of the Christian right in Time magazine's cove r story this wee k. As
our political life. The press has been ex- evidence, there are Buchanan's messages,
cited,and possibly overexcited, by this phe- some of th em subliminal, about race, imnomenon for several years. Nationally, migration and rich corporations. These
Christian conservatives represent about 22 messages have been central to all of the
percent of the electorate. A!though most of populist movements of the past century,
them are not members of the politically from Pitchfork &n Tillman and Ignatius
militant Christian Coalition, they tend to Donnelly in the 1890s, to George Wallace
of recent memory. Buchanan promises to
be seen as a monolithic interest group.
The results from Iowa and New Hamp- stand tall against illegal immigration, to
shire as well as the results from earlier na- "stand up for the working men and women
tional elections suggest otherwise. They whose jobs are threatened by unfair trade
include both Democrats and Republtcans deals done for the benefit of huge corporaand differ on many public policy issues. (A tions" and to "take our country back" from
Gallup Poll on the eve of the 1992 election unspecified un-A merican forces.
found that religious fundamen ta li sts preThe New Hampshi re resultsdo not demonstra te that thi s message has become a
fe r d th presu[lled " inn ~r" Bli l lin
prairie fire sweeping the countryside. Exit
over George Bush by 50 to 42 percent.)
In Iowa this year, Bob Dole was supported polls tell us that Buchanan got 15,000of his
by the leader of the Christian Coalition, but 56,000 votes from "working-class" people
Pat Buchanan got a plurality of the funda- earning less than $30,000 a year.
None of his rivals did quite as well. But
mentalist vote in that state and a majonty
in New Hampshire. Thesefundamentaltsts Buchanan got a great many more votes
represented a third of the voters in Iowa and (23,500) from people earning more than
17 percent in New Hampshire, but in nei- $50,000 a year. Dole beat him in the highther state did the abortion issue appear to income brackets, but not by much, and ran
have great resonance. It was tdentified by a strong second (12,000 votes) to Buchanan
only 8 percent of the Iowa voters and 9 among the under-$30,000earners. Among
percent of those in New Hampshire as the college graduates, Dole and Buchanan did
"mostllnportant issue in deciding whom to equally well.

If there was a "populist" drive in New
Hampshire, what were the grievances?
Buchanan spoke incessant! yabout the cruel
and unfair impact of "free trade" on American workers. But the polls tell us that only 6
percent of the voters in New Hampshire
considered foreign trade an issue of prime
significance. Twenty-seven percent of the
electorate thought the economy and jobs
were the "most important issue," a finding
not inconsistent with other recent polls
showing that the vast majority of Americans are less dissatisfied and less revolutionary about their economic status than
the politicians and cartoonists seem to believe.
What journalists need, it seems to me, is
an expanded set of inquiries by the pollsters
who provide the raw numbers thatdescnbe
voting behavior. It is out of these numbers
that we try to discover the "meaning" of
elections. Poll questions are now based on a
limited number of assumptions: the as sumptions, for example, that sex, race, in come, age, religion, party affiliation and geography affect voting behaviors. Specific
economic interests in electoral outcomes
are not often defined and explored.
Roughly half the families in Amer ica
rece ive "e nmlement" checks from th e federal government each month; the average
value of these "en titlements" is $10,320, and
the aggregate cost is $789 billion annually,

according to a study last year by U.S. News
& World Report. Does the voting behavior
of these families differ from the voting behavior of famthes not on the "entitlement"
rolls1 Does the voting behav1or of the 20
million pubhc employees in the United
States differ £rom the voting behavior of
employees in the private sector?
1t may not be feasible to expand the polling questionnaires now in use. But it would
improve the quality of our election postmortems and possibly the political process
itself.
Many political strategies and governmental policies are based on the assumption that economic self-interest and behavIOr in the voting booth are clearly correlated. It is quite possible, however, that
people are notsoone-dimensional that they
necessarily choose their presidents or representatives on the basis of personal financial gain or loss. But we don't know much
about that because of the sketchy demographic information contained in a lot of
the polls.
Wi th better data. we might understand
why Bill Clinton was more appealing to
Chr istian fund amen talists in 1992 than
George Bush and why, in New Ham pshire, a
"populist" rabble-rouser such as Buchanan
appealed equally to thc"workingclass" and
the "swells" on the htll wtth college educations and six-figure incomes.
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Project HOPE In need of
student support
For the past few weeks now, Project
HOPE has bee n mewng every Sunday
night, and I must say the lack of attendance
has been disappointing. Although it's increasing slow! y, we still need more help.
Despite the signs all over school and the
want ad in ~ he paper, I guess I still need to
clue some people in. HOPE is not one day
where 100 mentally and phystcally challenged chtldren show upon Wasmer Field
and every thing just happens to run
sm ooth!)· There tsa lot of work and preparat ion.
To th.: underclassmen who may not
know "hat HOPE is , we invite children
from two schools to join in a mim Special
Ol ympics that we set up on the football
fteld fvery child has a chance to participate in every activity, and everyone is a
winner. Not only do they enjoy the day, but
itrs a rewarding experience for us as well.
but, we need your help.
To the Knights of Columbus who apparent! y make this th eir semester service
pro.JCCl, where are you? Aren't you already
on campus on Sunday nights anyway?
Would it kill youtowalkoverto thejardrne
Room at 9:00? We have plenty of committees you are more than welcome to join.
And, finally, to my fellow classmates,
does the phrase "senior class project" mean
anything to you? As far as I can see it, this

ts the last ti me we can do something to- They were the ones who took this responsigether for the school (that doesn't require bility upon themselves as a service to the
any money) before we disperse in our sepa- JCU community. It took a lot of time and
effort to put together the proposal to brmg
rate directions.
I don 't think we're asking for much. You Lil' Sibs back toJCU, and even more to put
don 't need any money or any transporta- together the fantastic weekend of events
tion,just a willingness to help children suc- that was planned for this past Saturday.
ceed and thirty minutes a week-every Sun- Marc and his committee completed these
cia)' night, 9pm in thejardine Room. I guar- tasks with overwhelming success, and they
antee everyone will walk away with a smile should be proud of the work they did . They
made many JCU Lil' Sibs very happy, and
by the time we're through
brought back a much needed and much
enpyed acnvny toJCU. Thanks again.
Sue Vivacqua
Class of 1996
jeff Becherer, Erik Martinez, Liz Shephard,
Frank Feola. Brian Newcome
Committee efforts behind ''LII'
RHA

Sibs" success

We would just like to take this opponunity to publicly thank and commend Marc
Walrod and the Lil'Sibscommmee for putting on a fabulous weeke nd. Th e event was
a tremendous success. and the numerous
events were enp yed by all. OYer 250 litde
siblings participated in the weekend, and
they were treated to a vari ety of events, such
as arts and craf ts, a magic show. a clown
show, karaoke, face painting, caricatures, a
raffle of fabulous prizes, and a dance I, as
well as the rest of the executive officers,
received many compliments on the weekend forthefabulous time that they and their
little sibs had. The bulk of thiscreditgoesto
Marc and his committee. They were the
ones who made Lil' Sibs the success it was

The Carroll News welcomes letters
to the editor. as it is our way of
knowing what you like or dislike
about the CN, the campus or life in
general. We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday, in the
CN office. ·to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also be
submitted
via
e-mail
to

C N l E T T E R S • j c v a x a . j c u . e dJ~._ ·

letters will be accepted after noon
on Monday only if there is additional
space available. We resene the
right to eqft letters lor clarity or
space cons,derations.letters must
be signed and accompanied by your
phone number.
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Want to feel good? Start
by helping other people.
Come to the. Project
H.O.P.E. meetings this and
every Sunday, 9:00 p.m.
Jardine Room. We need
your help.
HELP WANTED: CRUSE
SHIP NOW HIRING-Earn up
to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or
Land- Tour companies ..
World travel. Seasonal
and full-time employment
available. No experience
necessary For more information call 1-206-9713550 ext. c55561

-

ALASKA EMPLOYMENTStudents Needed! Fishing
industry Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+
per
month. Room and Board!
Transpiration! Male or Female No experience necessary. Call (206)971350 ext A55561.
TELEMARKETERS
WANTED: East side company looking for enthusiastic, reliable workers to
sell Rolling Stone magazine to our existing customers. No cold sales just
easy money. We can offer
you Automated phones,
monthly incentives, plus
weekly bonuses, guaranteed base rate, friendly atmosphere, Mon.- Thurs
from 6:00-10:00 PM plus
one weekend, opportunity
for advancement, 271/
Chagrin location We are
ideally looking for college

students looking to earn
up to $15 per hour and
gain useful experience for
future employment! Call
today for an interview.
292-7010.
Sales Rep Wanted: Campus sales rep wanted for
"Bad Frog" merchandise.
Their Sweats, Tees,
Possterss and other
goodies are sweepin the
country. Ground Floor
oportunity. Call Bob at
831-8345 in the evening.
Specialized M2 Race 17"
Bike for sale. loaded with
Manitou 3 fork and XT
components plus Ringle
Ti parts and trick setup.
$1000 obo Call 3975511
JOB AVAILABLE- NANNY
WANTED for third grade
girl just minutes from JCU.
MUST have reliable transportation. Hours 7:00AM8:30AM and 3:00-7:00PM
with some additional
hours for running errands
at your connivance. Good
pay, nice people, great
perks! Possibly for summer employment also.
Call Vince Gennaro 9635520days.
Seeking Experienced Sitter: Babysitter needed
for a 2 1/2 year old boy.
Tuesday and Thursdays
8:50 am - 2:15 pm. In
Shaker home near school.
Need car and references.
595-1352

NEEDED: Child care in our
South Euclid home, 3 afternoons /week 2:30-6:00, for
a 3 month old. 381-3899.
HOUSEKEEPER: Baby-sitter wanted, 5 hours daily.
Good hourly wage. Carrequired, non-smoker. 9912567.

e

s

Summer positions at exelusive yachting club. Will
train qualified candidates
as: servers, bussers,
host/ /hostess, bartenders, dock attendants,
groundkeepers, and life-

guards. Training dates:
May 10-17, interview for
best positions, Wednesday through Sunday. 200
Yacht Club Drive, Rocky
River, Oh 44116. Call Katy
at 216-333-1155

"Irish Luck"

Monitor For Sale: Apple
Multiple Scan 15 in. display. $350.00 or best offer. 487-5727.
Baby sitter wanted: For a
11/2 year old baby. Tues.
and Thurs. Call Patti at
752-3480
NEEDED: A responsible, fun,
loving, baby-sitter one
day /week (Day is flexible)
for children 4,2 years old
and 7 weeks. Own transportation preferred. Call
Chris 921-7514.
FOR RENT: Two bedroom
apartments, located 2
miles from school. Building
address 1414 South Blvd.
Includes: appliances/carpeting/air /parking. Can
be furnished. 1 yr. or 10
month leases from $500$650. Call 291-8458 or
932-9215, please leave a
message.
HEALTH- CONSCIOUS, energetic individuals needed
for rapidly expanding firm.
Flexible hours/training.
442-1767.
BRO- men and women.

"Son-y, sir, but we can't

sell them separately."

We specialize in
la'Wfers who care about
helping others••.
<>
<>
<>

St. Thomas is committed to developing the
intellectual, spiritual, and ethical values of its future
lawyers
St. Thomas' low student-to-faculty ratio allows for
personalized guidance from the faculty
St. Thomas is the only Catholic law school in the
Southeastern United States.

,
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SCHOOL OF LAW

.

• 6400 N. W. 32nd Avenue, Miami, Florida 3:30~
l-.,800-245-4569
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